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A country made up of a disparate people, Heritage Day is a day

to celebrate both individual cultural heritage and the wider

diversity of all those living in a nation that was intended to

belong to all its people. 

Google Heritage Day and government’s website about the public holi-

day appears not to have been updated since a document was posted on 24

September 2013. It reads, in part, ‘The Department of Arts and Culture

in partnership with the Eastern Cape Provincial Government will host

the 2013 National Heritage Day celebration under the theme,

Reclaiming, Restoring and Celebrating Our Living Heritage’. It describes

the day as being one on which ‘South Africans are encouraged to cele-

brate their culture and the diversity of their beliefs and traditions, in the

wider context of a nation that belongs to all its people’.

Instead, our nation has become increasingly fractured. Twenty-five

years after democracy, xenophobia is an ever-present problem and there is

concern about the gender violence and violence against those whose

diversity often enriches the country.

In these uncertain times when the lockdown, on

top of a severe economic downturn, has seen many

people out of work, there is growing anger about the

lack of accountability. We have yet to see anyone

prosecuted for the billions that have enriched a few

and citizens are incredulous that some continue to

hold positions of power while various state entities,

including Eskom, battle to keep the lights on. And

people now question the strength of our legal system.

We carry two articles on questionable decisions

made by government during lockdown – the ban on

alcohol and the tobacco ban. These bans may have

been lifted, but it has been made clear that they can

be re-imposed at any stage. Badly thought through,

these bans saw individuals out of work and the

economy hard hit at a time when the revenue was sorely needed. Instead,

the black market thrived and thousands were prosecuted for disobeying

lockdown regulations. As Jonathan Witts-Hewinson comments in his

article, ‘If there is the potential for everyone to become a criminal

because their conduct is not regarded by general society as wrong or rep-

rehensible, then the state is inviting disobedience from its citizens’.

Now Transport Minister Mbalula said that new legislation on drinking

and driving will be introduced by December. Drivers will not be able to

drink at all. While we all applaud efforts to make our roads safer, I wonder

what measures will be introduced to curb bribery and corruption by Metro

Police?

Currently, in stark contrast, lesser lockdown crimes are swiftly brought

to book. Between April and June, 298 252 people were arrested for violat-

ing lockdown regulations and, while some 181 000 were released with a

warning to appear before court, 28 000 were found guilty of offences relat-

ing to liquor, gatherings, transport, business and border violations. They

will have criminal records. To be fair, Police Minister Bheki Cele did say,

‘Unfortunately, most of the people arrested will come out with criminal

records and it is not our aim to criminalise South Africans. This is why

the Minister of Justice and Correctional services is looking at this issue”.

But he was unable to indicate whether this meant Minister Lamola would

entertain a plan to expunge the criminal records of those violating the

lockdown regulations.

Most South Africans have been sickened by reports of local govern-

ment official hoarding or selling food donations. And it is said that the

Special Investigating Unit is looking into corruption by 160 companies

related PPE. I doubt anyone has said it better than WHO director-general

Tedros who was asked to comment on corruption in the PPE area in

South Africa, ‘Any type of corruption is unacceptable. ‘However, corrup-

tion related to PPE ... for me it’s actually murder and it has to stop’. 

It is little wonder that ‘the people’ are less than impressed.

Government has appointed ANC Secretary-General Ace Magashule to

root out and review corruption allegations against party members.

Apparently, legal experts will guide the process. It is all fraught with chal-

lenges, since Secretary-General Magashule is himself associated with sev-

eral issues requiring investigation. Was there not someone ‘squeaky clean’

government could have appointed, or was that too

dangerous?

The environment too is our heritage. South Africa

is a beautiful country; its diverse landscapes attract

thousands of visitors both local and foreign. This

month’s environmental feature on the role played by

the law in our country is fascinating. It is our chal-

lenge to ensure that what we have is maintained. The

legislation promulgated has to ensure that it achieves

what is intended; too often it fails. Some of the arti-

cles paint a graphic, and depressing picture.

The Ford Wildlife Foundation published an inter-

esting article related to women’s month in August

and the role played by women in the areas of conser-

vation and restoration. The Global Gender Gap

Index produced by The World Economic Forum indicates that it will take

99.5 years for gender parity to be achieved. However, in the environmen-

tal space in South Africa more and more women are playing a vital role.

Foundation CEO, Yolan Friedmann comments that the Minister for the

Environment is a woman, as is the chair of the SANParks Board and that

the majority of applications for recruitment the Foundation receives are

from women. The Foundation supports projects to ensure the sustainability

of threatened and endangered animals, plant species and habitats.

The cover artwork that we are publishing courtesy of the

Constitutional Court Trust is particularly striking and uplifting – some-

thing so badly needed. As is always said, with freedom comes great

responsibility. It is to be hoped that this artwork makes a great impact at

this time.

without prejudice is a unique publication, sponsored by firms that

recognise the importance of the role it plays and has played over the past

19 years. But, we need your support too. Please read our appeal on page

17 and save the magazine. �

MYRLE VANDERSTRAETEN

Editor’snoteEditor’snote
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New obstacles raised against effective
healthcare in SA
M E R L I T A  K E N N E D Y ,  V I C T O R I A  C A M P O S  A N D  J A R E D  I S H M A E L

With just one practising doctor for every 4 219 people, South Africa’s
doctors are overworked. In this strenuous environment, it is inevitable
that complications will occur during the course of a medical professional’s
lifetime.

Lately, there seems to be a movement by the courts to consider cases
more stringently, to determine whether fatal or severely damaging events
can be considered as a ‘complication’ or ‘negligence’.

A recently considered case highlights the impact of finding a doctor
negligent and how the medical professional will likely approach practising
medicine in future. 

Recent case study
In Mpumalanga in 2016, prominent gynaecologist, Dr Danie van der
Walt was convicted of culpable homicide for the death of his patient

while giving birth and he was sen-
tenced to five years imprisonment.
The finding was that Dr van der
Walt had negligently caused the
death of his patient.

In sentencing, the judicial offi-
cer said: “You are of mature age and
a valid member of the community,
where you provide a much-needed
service. But I hold a view that a
community-based sentence will not
be correct. I’m of the view that the
most balanced sentence will be that
of imprisonment.”

This showed the monumental
change in the liabilities that med-
ical practitioners may attract in the

course of their employment. Practitioners may now face imprisonment if
they are found to have negligently caused the death of a patient.

This decision became the subject of unsuccessful appeal proceedings in
the High Court of South Africa, Mpumalanga Division. Proceedings for
special leave to appeal against the conviction were dismissed by the

Supreme Court of Appeal. The matter was finally brought before South
Africa’s apex Court, the Constitutional Court, for adjudication.

The main contentions raised before the Constitutional Court were
that: (i) evidence was admitted by the judicial officer on conviction as
opposed to during the hearing; (ii) the judicial officer conducted and relied
upon his or her own research which was not referred to in testimony; and
(iii) Dr van der Walt was convicted
without evidence relating to the
essential element of causation.
Above all, it was argued that Dr van
der Walt’s constitutional right to a
fair trial, in terms of s35(3) of the
Constitution, was infringed.

The Constitutional Court handed
down judgment on 21 July. It agreed
with the contentions raised by Dr
van der Walt and, more specifically,
ruled that the conviction was set
aside on the basis that the trial
court committed irregularities
which had the effect of infringing
the doctor’s constitutional right to a
fair trial. Justice required that the
matter be referred to the Director of
Public Prosecutions Mpumalanga
for a decision on whether Dr van
der Walt should be re-arraigned. If
he was, the matter should be adjudi-
cated by a different judicial officer.

Accordingly, there is a chance
that Dr van der Walt may still face
a criminal conviction and possibly
imprisonment.

More culpable homicide
charges against South African
practitioners
Arrest warrants were issued for two
prominent Johannesburg doctors in
October 2019 in connection with the death of a 10-year-old boy.
Paediatric surgeon, Professor Peter Beale, and anaesthetist, Dr Abdulhay
Munshi, are accused of negligence and face culpable homicide charges in
connection with a laparoscopic surgery which was performed on Zayyaan
Sayed in October 2019.  

Recent legal actions against practising medical
professionals may deter new entrants and cause
experienced practitioners to retire, which has

dire consequences for effective healthcare delivery in SA.

MedicallawMedicallaw

Campos

Ishmael
Kennedy
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Professor Beale and Dr Munshi were suspended by Netcare after
Zayyaan’s death. The Health Professions Council of South Africa has
launched its own investigation into the incident.

According to an article published in Medical Brief, more than 50 000
individuals have signed a petition for authorities to drop the criminal case
against Professor Beale and Dr Munshi. It seems that medical profession-
als believe that their profession is being attacked and that the charges of
culpable homicide were brought in this matter before a thorough investi-
gation took place.

Indirect consequences of these actions
Medicine is a high-risk profession and a slight error or complication may
have disastrous consequences. It seems, however, that a consequence of
negligence may be a criminal conviction and a sentence of imprisonment,
as the courts are taking a harder approach when dealing with allegations
of negligence which cause the death of a patient.

The Constitutional Court in the Van der Walt matter focused on the
contentions brought before it, and made a ruling based on the right to a
fair trial. It did not overturn the judgment based on the merits of the mat-
ter. Unfortunately, the subject of sentencing was untouched.

Although the appeal was upheld, the judgment handed down in the

Magistrate’s Court will have far-reaching effects on the medical profes-
sion. Medical professionals are now practising defensive medicine, as they
are afraid of facing criminal sanctions.

Defensive medicine has many negative aspects, including performing
unnecessary diagnostic tests, prescribing unnecessary treatment, needless
hospitalisation and avoidance of risky procedures on patients who could
have benefited. Given the hard approach adopted by the courts, defensive
medicine is increasingly becoming professional behaviour in medical
practice, which increases the cost of healthcare and sometimes lowers the
quality of the service provided.

The possibility of criminal sanctions against medical professionals for
actions undertaken in the course of their employment will only discour-
age potential professionals from pursuing a career in medicine, and dis-
courage existing professionals from continuing their careers. This will no
doubt have a significant impact on the realisation of the rights to health-
care, which are guaranteed under s27 of the Constitution. �

Kennedy is a Partner, Campos a
Senior Associate and Ishmael a
trainee attorney with Webber
Wentzel.

MedicallawMedicallaw
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The lockdown imposed by the South African government
regulations is said to be one of the strictest
globally. The regulations put
in place prohibited/banned
the sale of goods classified as
“non-essential’’; includ-
ing but not limited to
the sale of tobacco,
specifically cigarettes.
Even with the easing
of regulations, the
ban on cigarettes
remains in effect.
Nkosazana
Dlamini-Zuma, a
doctor who served
as health minister in
the 1990s, and who is now the Minister of Cooperative Governance and
Traditional Affairs, argued that while COVID-19 was a relatively new
disease, early studies supported the view that using tobacco products not
only increased the risk of catching the disease but also the risk of con-
tracting a more serious form of it.

Government’s justification for the ban of cigarettes relies solely on it
having been done for health reasons. Its initial assumption was that ciga-
rettes would then become inaccessible to smokers. However, this assump-
tion has proven to be incorrect as it only precipitated a move by smokers
to turn to the black market where they pay high prices while government
loses millions of rand daily in taxes. 

It is evident that smokers do not
intend to quit smoking and that,
even with the ban, they are able to
access cigarettes. Unfortunately, the
cigarettes available on the black
market are even more hazardous to
public health than legal cigarettes:
most of them are above the allowed
12 mg reading on both tar and
nicotine, and they are accessed
through illegal trading that does not
comply with COVID-19 regulations
regarding delivery and exchange of
goods, which has the potential to
increase the infection rate. The
most popular opinion in South

Africa is that the ban of cigarettes is in itself an “absolute gift
to the criminal suppliers”. 

British American Tobacco South Africa (BATSA)
reported that the ongoing tobacco ban is costing government

R35-million in taxes
daily. These taxes
would be very
useful to the

country and its peo-
ple in the current dire
economic situation.
The job losses from

the tobacco ban have affected
the entire supply chain from production, packing,

driving and delivery to shelf packing at retail stores. 
A study by Professor Corne van Walbeek, Samantha Filby and Kirsten

van der Zee, conducted at the University of Cape Town, revealed that
around 90% of survey respondents (smokers) had purchased cigarettes
during the lockdown. The results, supported by evidence, reveal that the
ban has not been successful. 

This proves that despite freedom of choice being enshrined in the
Constitution, government has robbed smokers of their freedom of choice
with absolutely no benefit to smokers or the country as a whole and, over-
all causing more harm than good. �

Mdhluli is an Attorney, General
Litigation Department, Maponya.

Rapid growth of illicit tobacco trade amidst
the COVID-19 pandemic
T H A N D E K A  M D H L U L I

On 23 March, President Cyril Ramaphosa
announced a nation-wide lockdown in South
Africa. Starting on 26 March, the lockdown was

due to last 21 days (ending on 16 April) and aimed to
address, prevent and combat the spread of the coronavirus.
The government immediately invoked the Disaster
Management Act (57 of 2002) and passed regulations
(as amended by Gazette 43168 of 26 March 2020, and
subsequently by Gazette 43199 of 2 April, Gazette
43232 of 16 April and Gazette 43240 of 20 April) to deal
with the pandemic. 

Mdhluli
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A critical aspect of our social fabric
is that laws and regulations must be
respected, must be capable of being
enforced and must, in fact, be
enforced. Promulgating laws and
regulations merely for the sake of it
serves no purpose. 

It is equally important that par-
liament should not seek to crimi-
nalise what most South Africans
might regard as normal or accept-
able behaviour. Part of the reason
why criminal sanctions serve (as of
course they should) as a deterrent
to criminal conduct, is because
society shuns criminal behaviour.
People, therefore, attempt to conduct themselves in a manner which will
avoid criminal consequences, and the blemish which a criminal record
ought to have on a person’s reputation.

If laws and regulations are promulgated which tend to make criminals
of all of us, then something will have gone wrong. If everyone is a crimi-
nal, then there is little, if anything, reprehensible in receiving a criminal
conviction, and one of the most important deterrents, discouraging peo-
ple from criminal conduct, will have been laid to waste.

We have seen what happened in South Africa when over-zealous
politicians sought to enforce certain aspects of the COVID-19 pandemic
lockdown, which resulted in public opinion turning full circle against
what society had initially regarded as a sensible and necessary process.
Popular support for the lockdown turned into dismay, ridicule and, even-
tually, an outright disregard for many of the measures sought to be imple-
mented. This is what happens when a government seeks to enforce laws
and regulations which the public at large regards as inappropriate, or
applies an overreach of the measures which ought properly to be adopted
for purposes of achieving an appropriate goal.  

As an example, one now reads of proposed amendments to legislation
aimed at curbing road deaths caused by drunken driving. So far so good.
No one is seriously going to argue that proper steps should not be taken
to address this problem. If, however, measures are introduced which, on a
common-sense basis, amount to overreach, then one runs the risk that
no-one will respect the measures. If there is the potential for everyone to
become a criminal because their conduct is not regarded by general society
as wrong or reprehensible, then the state is inviting disobedience from its
citizens.

It is often helpful to use a silly example to illustrate a good point. So, if
one wished to eradicate deaths on the road, then government might con-
sider banning motor vehicles and making it a criminal offence to drive
any vehicle. If there are no cars on the road, there will be no accidents.

Self-evidently, this would be ridiculous.
Why, one is then driven to ask, does our government sense that it

might be commendable to introduce legislation which places an absolute
prohibition on driving any vehicle whilst having any (even the minutest
amount) alcohol in one’s system? The problem on our roads, after all, is
accidents caused by drunken drivers. The problem is not accidents caused
by people who are driving after one drink, or within the existing alcohol
limits. 

Proposed legislation threatens to make a criminal of people who
behave in a responsible manner and which has, until now, been consid-
ered normal. For example, those who: 

enjoy a bottle of wine with three friends over a lunch or dinner (i.e.
not much more than a glass each).
enjoy a beer after a game of golf.
visit a wine farm and enjoy a wine tasting (even if you use the spittoon
liberally).
enjoy just one drink at a work gathering.

The ostensible reason for the proposed Draconian legislation is that
existing legislation is not curbing road deaths. The assumption seems to
be that a change in the permitted alcohol limit will miraculously change
the habits of the real drunk drivers (i.e. those who drive at twice the legal
limit or more). If some people are currently happy to drive after having
six or eight beers, or four double brandy and Cokes, why would those
same offenders choose to change their behaviour simply because govern-
ment legislates against those who drink responsibly? Self-evidently, the
premise motivating the new legislation is misguided.

Why then do we have so many road deaths and accidents caused by
drunken driving? It seems to me that it is far more likely that the answer
lies in the way the criminal justice system is functioning (or not function-
ing). The stories of people escaping arrest by paying bribes to willing police

Aligning legislation and criminal sanctions
with the norms of society
J O N A T H A N  W I T T S - H E W I N S O N

It is essential for the stability of our society, and
respect for the rule of the law, that parliament 
pass laws and promulgate legislation which will

bear scrutiny when evaluated against the norms of our
society, the expectations of the everyday life of South
Africans, and the values enshrined in our Constitution.

Witts-Hewinson
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officers or traffic officials are legend. If that is not bad enough, others are
paid to make dockets go missing. This is the rot which must be eliminated. 

All that the new legislation is likely to do is to expose a greater num-
ber of the public to accusations that they are “driving under the influ-
ence” and that, unless they accompany the officer to the nearest ATM
machine (to pay over a bribe), they will simply have to spend the night in
jail, until a court has dealt with their bail application in the morning (or
God forbid, on Monday after a weekend). And this is the common expe-
rience, or threat, faced by average South Africans.

What our politicians and state officials need to do is to fix the underlying
problem; eliminate the rot of bribery, dishonesty and corruption within the
law enforcement agencies, and restore efficiency to the prosecutorial system. 

What we do not need is ill-conceived legislation which threatens to
exacerbate existing problems or, worse still, leads to a deterioration in the
respect which the general public has for the credibility and legitimacy of
the law. This has the potential to detract from the social fabric of our
society. Put differently, promulgating over-zealous legislation against the
background of a poorly functioning criminal justice system is likely to
instigate, by way of response from the public, a general disregard for the
law, to the detriment of the well-being of an
orderly society. �

Witts-Hewinson is a Consultant to Cliffe
Dekker Hofmeyr.

Dismissing the aggrieved…

Retaliatory termination under United States employment law 
In the US, dismissing an employee for having raised a grievance may fall
within the ambit of a retaliatory termination – which is prohibited. Under
several federal statutes, a retaliatory dismissal takes place when an employee
engages in a protected activity by either complaining about a specific illegal
employment practice or filing a formal claim of discrimination. As a result,
the employee suffers an adverse employment action as defined in terms of

the statute. The concept of retaliatory termination for protected activity is
now well accepted by the United States’ Supreme Court. If the lodging of
the employee’s grievance constitutes a protected activity, he or she may be
able to successfully claim for injunctive relief, compensatory damages or
punitive damages against his/her employer for wrongful termination under
US employment law. 

The South African position – does retaliation amount to an
unfair dismissal or one that is automatically unfair? 
In South Africa, the Labour Court was prepared to accept that a dismissal
in reaction to an employee lodging a grievance is automatically unfair. An
automatically unfair dismissal is an elevated type of dismissal, in the sense
that it provides an employee with an enhanced remedy. In the event that
reinstatement is not an appropriate remedy, the Labour Court is empow-
ered to order the payment of an amount of up to two years’ salary as com-
pensation, rather than the one year’s salary for an ordinary unfair dismissal.

This was accepted for the first time in Mackay v ABSA Group & another
(Mackay) (C 487/98) [1999] ZALC 116 (28 July 1999). The Labour Court
based its view on s187(1)(d) of the Labour Relations Act (66 of 1995) (the
LRA). This provides that a dismissal of an employee for having taken
action, or indicating an intention to do so, against the employer by exercis-
ing any right conferred by the LRA constitutes an automatically unfair dis-
missal. The court accepted that lodging a grievance constitutes an exercise
of a right conferred by the LRA and a dismissal as a result was, therefore, an
automatically unfair dismissal. The court reasoned that a purposive inter-
pretation of s187 would include the exercise of a right conferred by a pri-
vate agreement between an employer and employee and the participation

In practice, it is not uncommon for grievance proce-
dures to be invoked as a reaction to disciplinary pro-
ceedings. This occurs when an employee facing dis-

ciplinary charges or potential charges lodges a grievance
with the employer relating to the same subject matter.
An employee who lodges a grievance and subsequently
finds themselves dismissed will no doubt have the suspi-
cion that the reason for their dismissal was the fact that
they had lodged a grievance, rather than for an act of
misconduct. Yet, many would agree that dismissing an
employee merely for the act of raising a grievance, either
in terms of statute, an employment agreement or a
workplace policy, would be contrary to the very purpose
of the grievance process and basic principles relating to
fair employment practices. 
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by an employee in a privately agreed grievance procedure must have been
contemplated as a proceeding in terms of the LRA (the Mackay position).

On appeal, the Labour Appeal Court (LAC) found that, on the facts,
the dismissal of the employee was not in retaliation to the employee lodging
a grievance. There was no causal nexus between the employee’s grievance
and the subsequent dismissal and, therefore, the court did not need to opine
on whether it was then automatically unfair. The reasoning of the Labour
Court’s decision was later subjected to judicial scrutiny in De Klerk v Cape
Union Mart International (Pty) Ltd (C 620/2011) [2012] ZALCCT 22;
(2012) 33 ILJ 2887 (LC) (12 June 2012). In the absence of any contrary
finding from the LAC, the Labour Court found the Mackay decision to be
sufficiently persuasive so as not to prevent the employee from referring an
automatically unfair dismissal. In this regard, Steenkamp J stated:

“I am not persuaded that the purposive interpretation adopted by
Mlambo J is clearly wrong. It does seem anomalous that an employee in
the position of Ms de Klerk or Mr Mackay should not enjoy special pro-
tection. Why would a whistleblower enjoy special protection in terms of
s 187(1) (h), but not an employee who lodges a grievance in terms of
her own employer’s procedures?”

Thus the position was that, if employees could establish that they were
dismissed directly as a result of having raised a grievance, they could
approach the Labour Court for relief in terms of s187. Notably, this posi-
tion is wider than that followed in the US, where a grievance would only
be construed as worthy of protection if it related to a specific illegal
employment practice or a formal claim of discrimination. Conversely, the
Mackay position was that raising a grievance is an exercise of a right con-
ferred by the LRA and dismissing an employee for raising a grievance could
possibly be automatically unfair. 

Now, twenty years later, the Mackay position has been rejected by the
Labour Appeal Court in DBT Technologies (Pty) Ltd v Mariela Garnevska
(JA61/2018) [2020] ZALAC 26 (18 May 2020) (DBT). Here, an employ-
ee lodged a grievance in terms of a contractually agreed grievance proce-
dure (and not one arising from a general workplace policy) alleging that a
fellow employee had hit her. After the grievance investigation found that
there was no merit in the complaint, the employer instituted a disciplinary
process against the employee, on the grounds of misconduct for making a
false allegation of assault. The employee was dismissed. She argued that
her dismissal was automatically unfair and referred a dispute to the Labour
Court. Although the court did not refer to the Mackay decision, it accepted
that a dismissal in reaction to the lodging of a grievance could be auto-
matically unfair. On appeal, the LAC rejected the Mackay position. This
is evident from the following excerpt from the decision: 

“The reasoning of the Labour Court in Mackay is, with respect, misdi-
rected. There is no need to read into the language of section 187(1) (d)
of the LRA an additional species of automatically unfair dismissal in
order to give effect to the constitutional right to fair labour practices or
to advance effective dispute resolution. Section 188 read with section
191(5)(a) of the LRA amply protects the rights of an employee who is
dismissed for lodging a grievance under a private agreement and pro-
vides for effective dispute resolution by means of arbitration. The con-
stitutional right to fair labour practices in section 23(1) of the
Constitution is given effect to by the LRA. Section 187(1) of the LRA
explicitly carves out particular kinds of egregious employer conduct for

adjudication exclusively by the
Labour Court with additional
remedial powers to grant
increased compensation. There is
no legal basis to extend the scope
of section 187(1) of the LRA by
adding additional kinds of
employer conduct not contem-
plated by the legislature when
enacting the LRA, especially
where it has provided adequate
redress elsewhere.”

Although the LAC rejected the
Mackay position, the court still
found that “without question, were
the evidence to prove that an
employee was dismissed for filing a
grievance, the dismissal would be
unfair because it would be for a sub-
stantively unfair or invalid reason”.
Employees will still have a remedy,
but not one based on an allegation
of an automatically unfair dismissal. 

It is noteworthy that the LAC
stated that a grievance complaining
about a fellow employee’s conduct,
filed in terms of a contractually agreed
grievance procedure does not, at first
glance, constitute taking action
against an employer, neither does it
involve the exercise of any right con-
ferred by the LRA. However, the LAC went on to state that where an
employee files a grievance under a grievance procedure forming part of a col-
lective agreement binding in terms of s23 of the LRA, it is perhaps arguable
that he/she exercises a right conferred (albeit indirectly) by the LRA.

Conclusion
Grievance procedures have several benefits as they have the potential to: 

mediate workplace disputes which would otherwise escalate if not
addressed;
improve relationships between colleagues and employees and managers,
as well as workplace engagement;
quickly reveal patterns of disputes or repeated issues in the workplace
that employers need to address; and
serve as an important platform for victims of sexual harassment, racism,
sexism and other forms of discrimination to be heard. 

On these benefits alone it would be remiss of an employer to tarnish the
grievance procedure with the threat of a subsequent dismissal which may,
in any event, be found to be unfair. 

Abader is a Senior Associate and
Coleman an Associate with ENSafrica. 
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The legal impact of the #BLM 
movement on employers

BLM started in the USA in 2013 as a call to action to protest against vio-
lence inflicted against black individuals by the state. The concept of BLM
has been adopted globally as a cause to eradicate racial inequality and any
form of racism in all spheres, and this includes racism in the workplace.

It goes without saying that, as a nation, South Africa is still dealing
with the racial injustices of the past which have been entrenched in
society. In the workplace, these injustices play themselves out in various
ways, including lack of promotion or leadership opportunities, unequal
pay, overt and/or covert racism. As a result, professionals from previously
disadvantaged backgrounds still find themselves fighting against racism,
which is a form of discrimination, in the workplace – two decades post
democracy.

Section 5 of the Employment Equity Act places a positive duty on
employers to promote equal opportunity by eliminating unfair discrimina-
tion in any employment policy or practice.

Section 6 provides that no person may unfairly discriminate, directly or
indirectly, against an employee, in any employment policy or practice, on
one or more grounds including race,
ethnic or social origin, colour, cul-
ture, language and birth, among
others.

Chief Justice Mogoeng in South
African Revenue Service v CCMA &
Others [2016] ZACC 38, a
Constitutional Court judgment
where an employee had been dis-
missed for racist conduct in the
workplace, stated as follows at para-
graphs 7 and 8:

‘The duty to eradicate racism and
its tendencies has become all the
more apparent, essential and urgent
now. For this reason, nothing that

threatens to take us back to our racist past should be glossed over, accom-
modated or excused. An outrage to racism should not be condescendingly
branded as irrational or emotional. South Africans of all races have the
shared responsibility to find ways to end racial hatred and its outstandingly
bad outward manifestations.’

Section 51 affords protection to individuals who seek to enforce their
rights in terms of the Act. In this regard, employees have the right to refer
unfair discrimination disputes against the employer to the CCMA once
they have exhausted internal remedies available to them and are not satis-
fied with the steps taken by the employer.

In terms of s60, as soon as an employer becomes aware of any alleged racist
or other discriminatory conduct by an employee, they must consult all rele-
vant parties and must take the necessary steps to eliminate the alleged con-
duct. If the employer fails to do so, and it is proved that the employee has con-
travened any provision of the Act, the employer must be deemed to have con-
travened that provision.

It is clear, therefore, that employers are required to do everything in
their power to eradicate any form of inequality and racism in the workplace
and I submit that employers should be proactive in doing so. 

Some of the proactive methods that have been implemented by
employers include conducting anonymous surveys and work
environment/culture studies; organising conversations in the workplace
geared to listening and understanding and, thereafter, implementing solu-
tions to improve issues highlighted in these discussions. In my view, these
measures only assist in equipping employers with knowledge; they do not
assist in eradicating the problem. Employers need to take steps that will see
them embark on a journey towards achieving major change. 

The status quo cannot remain in place. Change which will address
inequality in the workplace needs to begin with senior management and
permeate the rest of the organisation. Employers must consciously take
time to understand people’s historical backgrounds and perspectives, as
this has a bearing on their performance and ‘sense of belonging’ in the
workplace. Employers must be intentional, patient and willing to invest
time and money into addressing racism and inequality.  

May this heightened awareness of racism and inequality against black
lives result in more than eloquent speeches, tweets, and media campaigns.
The time for real change is now and employers are in a prime position to
take the lead. �

#BlackLivesMatter

Dube is a Senior Associate at Bowmans. The article was reviewed by
Khomotso Makapane, a Partner. 

Following the death of George Floyd in the USA,
there has been increased global attention on the
#BlackLivesMatter (BLM) Movement. Recently, we

witnessed various sporting codes encouraging those
involved to take the knee before the commencement of
an event, in solidarity with the BLM Movement.
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The importance of having a justifiable reason
for employing on a fixed term contract

The employee, Mr Ezra Joel
Mfingwana, was employed by the
National Union of Public Service
and Allied Workers from 1 October
2015. He was employed on a six
month, fixed term contract, as an
organiser. His salary was R8 878.10
which included a R1 500 travel
allowance.

On 31 March 2016 the contract
expired and was not renewed, how-
ever, the employee continued to
work for the Union. In July 2016,
there was an addendum entered into
between the employer and employee
to extend the contract, effective
from 1 June to 31 November 2016.  

On 5 November 2016 the employee was informed that his contract
would not be renewed when it expired on 30 November.

The employee, adamant that he was deemed a permanent employee
in terms of s198B of the Labour Relations Act (LRA), referred a dispute
to the Commission for Conciliation, Mediation and Arbitration
(CCMA)

Legal framework
Section 198B(3) of the LRA states that an employer may employ an
employee on a fixed term contract or successive fixed term contracts for
longer than three months only if the nature of the work is of a limited or
definite duration, or the employer can demonstrate a justifiable reason for
the longer term. 

The following are non-exhaustive examples of justifiable reasons as pre-
scribed by s198B(4): 

Replacing another employee who is temporarily absent from work;
Employed on account of a temporary increase in the volume of work,
which is not expected to endure beyond 12 months;
Student or recent graduate employed for the purpose of being trained or
gaining work experience in order to enter a job or profession;

Employed to work exclusively on a specific project that has a limited or
defined duration;
A non-citizen who has been granted a work permit for a defined period;
Employed to perform seasonal work;
Employed for the purpose of an official public works scheme or similar
public job creation scheme;
Employed in a position which is funded by an external source for a lim-
ited period; or
The employee has reached the normal or agreed retirement age applica-
ble in the employer’s business.

In terms of s198(5) of the LRA, if a fixed term contract is concluded in
contravention of the requirements of s198B, the employee is deemed to be
employed indefinitely.

CCMA
The Commissioner stated that the nature of the work performed by the
employee was not of a limited or definite duration, and the facts of the
case, there was no “justifiable reason” as set out in s198(4) of the LRA. As
the list in s198(4) is non-exhaustive, no other reason outside s198(4) was
apparent for the employer to use a fixed-term contract. The employee was,
therefore, deemed to be a permanent employee from 4 January 2016. The
termination of the contract in November 2016 amounted to a dismissal of
the employee by the employer, which was substantially and procedurally
unfair. The employer was ordered to reinstate the employee on the same
terms and conditions applicable before the dismissal.

The Union referred the matter to the Labour Court for review.

Labour Court
The termination date which appears on the addendum is of no significance
because the employee was already deemed permanent when the original
contract expired. The Union’s argument that there was no reasonable
expectation of renewal cannot hold water. The application for review was
dismissed by the court.

It is the writer’s view that it is evident that employers are either not
understanding the wording of s198B, or they are ignoring it.

An employer cannot employ on a fixed term contract for a position
where the work continues to exist; there must be justifiable reasons. The
extension of the fixed-term contract beyond the three month period allows
for a reasonable expectation to kick in, which means the employee is a per-
manent employee for an indefinite period. Terminating a fixed-term con-
tract to avoid permanent employment constitutes a dismissal. �

Ziqubu is a Legal Adviser. She writes in her personal capacity. 

Background to National Union of Public Service
and Allied Workers v Mfingwana and others
[2020] 6 BLLR 600 (LC) (20 February 2020).
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Decisions taken by directors during the COVID-19 lockdown have also
been highlighted by the Institute of Directors of South Africa, in a guid-
ance paper co-published by them: “Responsible Leadership in Responding to
COVID-19”. This guidance paper serves to draw attention to specific
areas which, in the view of the Institute, should be the focal points of
directors’ and managements’ attention in navigating the current environ-
ment. These focus areas range from corporate governance to human capi-
tal, and even include organisational performance. This article serves to
highlight those areas which relate to the conduct of directors in their day-
to-day management of an organisation.

The Institute of Directors highlights that directors need to consider
the organisation’s current culture and values to determine whether they
are still appropriate. Consideration should be given to the changes in the
market’s values and priorities. The priority is that directors ensure that the
separation between the board and management is maintained during the
COVID-19 lockdown and beyond. While directors should put the rele-
vant measures in place to assist the organisation in addressing the
COVID-19 pandemic, they must continue to ensure that employees are
supported throughout these unprecedented and unpredictable times.

During this time, directors face the potential threat of scrutiny and lia-
bility under s163 of the Companies Act, 2008 for difficult decisions taken
by them which may be viewed as oppressive, unfairly prejudicial and/or
unfairly disregarding the interests of an individual. In attempting to avoid
this, however, directors are cautioned against choosing to take a passive
role in an organisation for fear of falling foul of the Companies Act and
being exposed to personal liability. A director’s role will always be to con-
duct the day-to-day management of an organisation in all circumstances.
This is even more important during this time, when organisations face an
uncertain future. Employees and stakeholders will look for strong leader-
ship from directors, who must ensure that their management team has the
necessary skills, competency and experience to assist them in making
decisions, which may be difficult but necessary for the survival of the
organisation. It must always be borne in mind that directors’ conduct will

be judged on the circumstances at the time. Directors avoiding difficult
decisions may be found more wanting than those who take bold, decisive
and necessary decisions to protect the organisation and its stakeholders. 

Another area of focus relates to legal considerations which must be
made by directors in order to ensure that the organisation does not fall foul
of any legislation, which is con-
stantly changing during these
COVID-19 times. Directors are
urged to obtain external legal advice
where there are areas of particular
concern. This is to gain clarity as to
what the organisations’ legal posi-
tions may be at particular points in
time. Specific legal considerations
highlighted by the Institute of
Directors include:

Directors should have due regard
to the solvency and liquidity of an
organisation as contemplated in
the Companies Act. They should
ensure that an organisation does
not trade recklessly. Failure to do
so may result in liability for the
directors. Legal advice should be
obtained where a director is con-
cerned that their organisation
may be trading recklessly.
Directors should ensure that an
organisation complies with all
applicable laws, rules and regula-
tions, especially legislation per-
taining to the COVID-19 pan-
demic. Failing to adhere to chang-
ing regulations may not only have
severe legal implications for the
organisation, but may also result
in reputational harm and direc-
tors’ personal liability.
Directors should assess and understand the consequences of COVID-
19 on the various contractual arrangements which have been concluded
between the organisation and third parties (such as its suppliers and
landlord/tenants). An assessment should be done as to the conse-
quences (if any) which may result from any non-compliance of the
provisions of such contractual arrangements.

Guidance on Responsible Leadership by
directors during COVID-19
K E N D A L L  K E A N L Y  A N D  B E L I N D A  S C R I B A

In the July 2020 issue of without prejudice, we pub-
lished an article titled “Decisions by companies during
COVID-19 Lockdown: Oppressive or prejudicial?”. That

article served to highlight the potential liability which may
befall directors as a result of decisions made by them as a
consequence of the COVID-19 pandemic and the ensuing
lockdown in South Africa.

Companylaw/COVID-19Companylaw/COVID-19

Keanly 

Scriba 
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Directors must assess the organisation’s compliance with the King IV
Code and/or any internal policies which the organisation may have in
order to ensure compliance and ethical behaviour by the organisation.
In the case of a listed company, compliance with the listings require-
ments of the Johannesburg Stock Exchange should be reassessed.

From the considerations mentioned, it is evident that in their day-to-
day management of an organisation, directors are required to act more
diligently in these turbulent, economically unstable times. 

Accordingly, it is important for directors to understand the current cir-
cumstances under which their organisations are trading and the (con-

stantly changing) governing legislation. Only once directors understand
the framework in which their organisation is trading are they best placed
to make the strategic, difficult and necessary decisions required for the
organisation’s survival post-COVID-19.

In cases of uncertainty, directors and management are advised to seek
advice to safeguard not only the organisation and its stakeholders, but
also themselves. �

Keanly and Scriba are Directors of 
Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr.
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The King IV Report on Corporate Governance recognises that organisa-
tions are a key component of South African society. It defines corporate
governance as “the exercise of ethical and effective leadership by the
governing body towards the achievement of defined governance out-
comes: ethical culture, good performance, effective control, and legitima-
cy”. It is, however, well acknowledged that in the time of a global crisis,
such as COVID-19, it is anything but business as usual. The governance
principles set out in King IV will thus need to be reconsidered and recal-
ibrated.

A time like this calls for business leaders to use their experience and
judgement to reimagine the traditional business landscape and give life to
this new normal. In response to this, the King Committee, together with
the Institute of Directors South Africa, has published a guidance paper
titled “Responsible Leadership in Responding to COVID-19”. The discus-
sion paper does not remove the responsibility of those organisations from
being legally required to comply with King IV or the JSE requirements.
Rather, it seeks to highlight certain key areas which may now require
additional and specific attention, and aims to assist businesses to navigate
a world during and post COVID-19. Below are some of the most impor-
tant elements.

Ethical leadership
COVID-19 has shocked business leaders into action, and made them
carefully consider their current values and assess whether they are appro-
priate in light of the changing market and, most importantly, whether
they will be supportive of a post COVID-19 economy. Hopefully this will
encourage businesses, both small and large, to look inwards and formulate
their own unique solutions to the fundamental changes in the business
environment. Organisations will need to: 
1. ensure that their response is in line with their values; 
2. where appropriate, engage with employees, customers, suppliers, the

surrounding community, government and other stakeholders; and 
3. consider implementing programmes to assess, address and resolve the

societal impacts of the pandemic. 

Steering an organisation through a crisis is no easy task and organisations
will need to consider whether they have the necessary skills in-house to nav-
igate the course, or whether external guidance and support is necessary.

Human capital
One of the most critical components of a successful business is the people.
This is why the preservation of human capital, in terms of their skills,
experience and institutional knowledge, is key to an organisation’s ability
to demonstrate resilience through the current pandemic and in a post
COVID-19 environment. As a minimum, responsible leaders should be:
1. focusing on the health and safety of employees; 
2. considering succession plans for senior members; 
3. investing in multi-skilling, cross-skilling and upskilling; 
4. providing technological support and adaptive methods of working; and 
5. ensuring that there is sufficient oversight and that productivity measures

exist to assist with determining clear output requirements.

Performance and Oversight
Not only has COVID-19 brought an entirely new set of risks, which seem
to change daily, it has forced many organisations to consider the impact

Guidance from King IV
J U S T I N E  K R I G E  A N D  Z A H R A H  E B R A H I M

It is now more than five months since government
announced a National State of Disaster in response to
the COVID-19 pandemic and shortly thereafter, a

nationwide lockdown of all “non-essential” industries. This
has caused a massive disruption to our economy. It has
wreaked havoc on business owners and employees. The
fallout, and the challenges that come with it, will endure for
some time. The disruption can, however, present new oppor-
tunities and prove a catalyst for change.
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that this pandemic is having on
their cash flow, and the assessment
of their business’s long term (and, in
some cases, short term) ability to
continue as a going concern.
Depending on the particular indus-
try, business operations may have
ceased completely, supply chains may
have been interrupted, and projected
financial income may be left unre-
alised. For many, this will have a sig-
nificant and dire long-lasting finan-
cial effect. Organisations have been
forced to evaluate the opportunities
and risks thoroughly across the busi-
ness. Some risks may be easily miti-
gated, others may require fundamen-
tal revision. This exercise might
require repeated assessment over
shorter periods, particularly given
the need for flexibility to respond to
changing governmental regulations.

Communication
Communicate, communicate, com-
municate! In the midst of a crisis,
there is nothing more essential than
building a relationship of trust
between the organisation, the
employees and its stakeholders. One
of the easiest ways to do this is hon-
est communication, which brings

about collaboration and mutual support. Never underestimate the transfor-
mative nature of communication which is frequent and transparent.

Strategy and recovery
It is important to realise that change can be good. Traditional markets are
undergoing significant changes and current business models may no
longer function in the way they were originally intended. This is going to
force businesses to embrace something new and uncertain. Governing
bodies are encouraged to have serious discussions about their business

models and whether these remain valid or need to be adapted to take
advantage of the new opportunities. Those organisations with clear proac-
tive strategies and flexible recovery plans will likely be the most resilient.

Legal considerations
Lastly, being alive to the legal impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic on a
business or organisation is critical. These include:

ensuring that the organisation is still a going concern and not trading
recklessly, in order to prevent directors and other office bearers from
being held personally liable.
ensuring compliance with the regulations issued, pursuant to the
Disaster Management Act.
understanding the impact of the pandemic on the organisation’s vari-
ous contractual obligations, how areas of non-compliance can be
appropriately addressed, and how available legal remedies can mitigate
losses and future risk.
understanding and evaluating any litigation risks and the alternative
dispute resolution mechanisms in terms of which these can be
resolved.
ensuring that the organisation properly understands any existing insur-
ance coverage and how this may aid the organisation, as well as the
opportunity to obtain further insurance coverage, if needed.
understanding the legal obligations owed to employees, customers, sup-
pliers and other stakeholders.
understanding the duties of the governing body and management as
leaders of the organisation, ensuring that those duties are fulfilled, and
that those tasked with fulfilling them are accountable.
understanding the extent to which the organisation may be deviating
from compliance with key permits, internal policies and legislation,
and the potential legal impact of any deviations. Legal advice should
be sought should there be areas of particular concern.
It is clear that the extent to which organisations are impacted by

COVID-19 will vary across sectors of the economy and civil society. The
roadmap for survival, however, remains the same – those who prioritise
socially responsible survival rather than survival at all costs, will likely
succeed. A balance must ultimately be struck between business sustain-
ability and compliance with corporate governance principles to achieve
ethical and effective leadership. �

Krige is a Director and Ebrahim an Associate
designate with Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr.
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Fraud in a contract
unravels all
T H A B A N G  M A N A M E L A

Fraudulent misrepresentation is defined by Hutchison et al as a misrepresenta-
tion made knowingly and without an honest belief in its sincerity. The SCA
in Namasthethu heard an appeal based on the use of an adjudication clause to
resolve a dispute arising from a fraudulent misrepresentation made during a
tender bidding process. The SCA had to rule on whether a contractual provi-
sion, compelling parties to submit disputes to arbitration, was binding on the
aggrieved party, if the dispute pertains to fraudulent misrepresentation. 

Facts of Namasthethu
In March 2014, the City of Cape Town advertised a tender for the supply,
retrofit and installation of energy efficient luminaries at the Cape Town Civic
Centre. The tender was awarded to Namasthethu in August 2014. In
November 2014, the City and Namasthethu entered into a written agreement.

In September 2014, Citrine Construction, an unsuccessful bidder, sought
to compel the City to set aside its decision. Citrine Construction com-
plained that in the previous year, Namasthethu and its directors had been
convicted of fraud and corruption, arising from a complaint by the
Construction Industry Development Board (CIDB). Citrine Construction
further contended that Namasthethu
and its directors had been sentenced
to a fine of R200 000 and a wholly
suspended five-year imprisonment
period. This contention was signifi-
cant because, if found to be valid, it
meant that Namasthethu lied in its
official tender submission by declar-
ing that neither it (nor its directors)
had been convicted of fraud by a
court of law in the past five years;
this would mean the company was
guilty of fraudulent misrepresenta-
tion. Even though the appeal by
Citrine Construction was submitted
after the expiry of the 21-day appeal

period, the City could not ignore this complaint. 
On 25 November 2014, the City wrote a letter to Namasthethu stating

that it had come to the City’s attention that in August 2013, Namasthethu
and/or its directors  had been found guilty on charges relating to fraud and
corruption. Namasthethu was required to respond. 

In a letter dated 27 November 2014, S Chetty, the Chief Executive
Officer of Namasthethu responded, stating that neither Namasthethu nor its
sole director, S Chetty, had been convicted of fraud and corruption in 2013.
The letter confirmed that Namasthethu was cited as a respondent in civil
proceedings that had since been finalised, but no order had been made
against it.

The City replied to Namasthethu’s letter on 3 December 2014, stating
that the City had received information from the CIDB indicating that on 13
August 2013, Namasthethu and/or its directors had been found guilty on
various charges of fraud and corruption in terms of a plea and sentence
agreement entered into under s105A of the Criminal Procedure Act (51 of
1977). The information further indicated that Namasthethu and/or its direc-
tors were sentenced to a fine of R200 000 and a suspended sentence of five-
years’ imprisonment. The letter notified Namasthethu that the matter would
be referred to the City’s Forensics Ethics and Integrity Department (FEID)
for further investigation. The company was asked to respond within seven
days. In the meantime, the city instructed the FEID to probe the allegations
against Namasthethu. 

On 12 December 2014, Namasthethu responded to the City’s letter, stat-
ing that the sole director of the company at the time of the tender was Mrs
Shamla Chetty. Reference was made to an attached letter, ostensibly written
by Colonel K Naidoo of the South African Police Service (SAPS) anti-cor-
ruption task team, which indicated that no criminal conviction was
obtained against Namasthethu or Chetty under criminal matter PMB CASE
611/5/2012 or case number 41/66/2013, and that ‘Shamla Chetty was not an
accused at the finalisation of the criminal matter’.

The FEID’s probe was concluded and a report given to the City Manager
on 26 February 2016. It confirmed that there had been a number of false
misrepresentations and other fraudulent conduct on the part of
Namasthethu. The report confirmed that Namasthethu and its directors, 
R Chetty and S Chetty, were criminally charged with fraud and corruption
while Namasthethu (trading as Nationwide Electrical) and R Chetty were
convicted in the KwaZulu-Natal High Court (Pietermaritzburg) less than a
year before the tender application. S Chetty was found to have made a prima
faciemisrepresentation when she answered in the negative when asked
whether the company/entity and/or any of its directors had been convicted
for fraud or corruption in the past five years. She had also used a fictitious
local business address in the application.

In March 2015, the City informed Namasthethu that the contract would
be cancelled with immediate effect because the company had acted fraudu-

The recent Supreme Court of Appeal (SCA) judg-
ment of Namasthethu Electrical (Pty) LTD v City
of Cape Town and Another (Case no 201/19)

(2020) ZASCA (29 June 2020) demonstrates that an
adjudication clause in a contract cannot be used to save
a contract entered into as a result of fraudulent misrep-
resentation. 
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lently during the tender process. Without disputing the validity of the City’s
assertions, Namasthethu contended that the issue be referred to arbitration
as envisaged by the dispute resolution clause of the contract. 

Namasthethu initiated the process of arbitration, the outcome of which
was declared unenforceable by the court a quo. The SCA stated in Esorfranki
Pipelines (Pty) Ltd and Another v Mopani District Municipality and Others
(40/13) [2014] ZASCA 21; [2014] 2 All SA 493 (SCA) (28 March 2014)
that ‘fraud is conduct that vitiates any transaction known to the law’. The
SCA reiterated the principle it had highlighted in North West Provincial
Government and Another v Tswaing Consulting CC and Others (190/05) [2006]
ZASCA 108; [2007] 2 All SA 365 (SCA); 2007 (4) SA 452 (SCA) (21
November 2006) that the arbitration clause was nested in a fraud-tainted
agreement, and its enforcement would be offensive to justice. Once an
aggrieved party rescinded the agreement, the arbitration clause could not
stand because disputes regarding fraudulent misrepresentations and non-dis-
closures were not generally intended to be arbitrable, unless parties specifi-
cally made provision for such disputes to be referred to arbitration. The city’s
agreement with Namasthethu did not contain any such provision. The adju-
dication clause in the agreement envisions only those disputes arising in the
context of a valid agreement. 

The City was entitled to rescind the agreement with Namasthethu after
successfully establishing that the latter had made a number of fraudulent
misrepresentations before entering into it. Most importantly, as an organ of
state, the City had to be clinical in how it responded to the complaint
lodged by Citrine Construction. As an organ of state, it had to uphold
broader public interests to curb corruption and promote good governance,
establish and enforce ethical norms, and spend public funds responsibly. 

Equally important, according to Farouk HI Cassim, formerly professor of
law at the University of Johannesburg, fiduciary duties of directors under the
Companies Act are “mandatory, prescriptive and unalterable”, and apply to
all companies. Cassim further posits that the purpose of these duties is to
raise corporate and directorial conduct, protect the company, shareholders
and the broader public interests. Fraud and corruption continue to have
what the SCA referred to as a corrosive effect on society. However, this
judgment is a reminder that no party to an agreement, let alone an organ of
state, should be compelled to endure a contractual entanglement due to an
adjudication clause. 

Fraudulent misrepresentation in South Africa unravels all. �

Manamela is a Candidate attorney with VDT. 
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Commercial disputes and COVID-19 –
a business perspective
C O L M  T O N G E

When parties enter a commercial contract, it is unlikely that either
intends to default from the outset. It is usually a difference in interpreta-
tion of the contract that leads to the dispute. However, the pandemic has
caused a host of new complications in meeting contractual obligations.
The uncertainty around commitment, ability and timing to deliver, differ-
ent jurisdictional requirements and unprecedented surges in demand lead-
ing to market price changes has impacted supplier performance, some-
times opportunistically or even dishonestly. There are also issues with the

quality and specifications of what is being supplied in these challenging
circumstances. Many sale of business and M&A transactions, which started
before the full extent of the pandemic became known, have now hit a
wall in terms of pricing, future expectations and suitability of business
models. Disputes are arising due to purchase price adjustment mechanisms
based on expectations of future profits, kicking in. 

The industry sectors most directly affected by the pandemic are air
travel, hospitality, property holdings and anywhere people work in close
contact, for example, manufacturing, construction and mining.

The viability of the passenger air travel business model is in serious
doubt. Business travel is being discouraged and individuals are being encour-
aged to holiday in their own countries to limit the virus spread. It may be
some time before people are prepared to travel internationally again, given
the heightened risk of contracting the virus in airports or planes, complicated
travel requirements and risk of quarantine or isolation away from home if
there is an outbreak. The airline industry faces significant challenges to bring
back customers within the economics of a new business model where one
third of seats may be vacant. Logically, the cost of air travel would rise sub-

As business unusual continues around the world,
the interpretation of commercial contracts has
become even more complex. Nobody anticipated

the impact that the pandemic would have on businesses
and the economy through government enforced lock-
downs.
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stantially and only the fittest of air-
lines will survive to serve the wealthi-
est passengers. 

All hospitality-related activities
including accommodation, food and
drink, leisure, events, conferences,
casinos, theme parks and the like
have been impacted hugely already.
Any industry which relies on foot
traffic, occupancy or attendance can
expect to feel the effects for some
time to come. How these venues
function will need a complete over-
haul.

Empty spaces in office parks and
malls were already a feature of the

South African landscape and this trend will snowball as people increasingly
opt to work from home and shop online. Property companies will need to
prune from their portfolios assets that do not perform in the new regime. 

Previously labour intensive industries were designed to maximise effi-
ciency. Now they have to redesigned to prioritise health and safety, which
will certainly be at the expense of efficiency or require increased automa-
tion. The consequences for profits and jobs are obvious.

Ironically, while the operations of financial services companies are
among the least affected, there are major ramifications for insurance com-
panies in particular and the decline in profit will surely be felt across the
board. The extent of insurance coverage under Business Interruption
clauses of commercial policies is a drama that is playing out in courts all
over the world. Commercial insurance policies will need to be rewritten

to be clear on precisely what events are covered – lockdown was never
conceived by the policy writers.  

Contracts, particularly cross-border, need to be re-assessed urgently to
take account of previously unforeseen factors. More flexibility is required
to reflect the new playing field and lead times between ordering and
receipt of goods and services will need to be reassessed. Some contracts
include escalation and pricing mechanisms which will need to be revisited
for practical implementation. The drain on the time of management,
already overstretched, will be significant. An organisation’s reputation
will be more important than ever, and there will be a consequent barrier
to new entrants competing in traditional markets.

There are elements of all business models that will be redundant in
future. Many existing businesses would not have met the investment cri-
teria under the new rules. We can expect higher prices, lower profits,
more consolidation, less competition and significant job losses. Not good
news for consumers, and regulators will need to make allowances. After
50 years of increasing globalisation, the reduction in international travel
will be mirrored by industries reverting to more reliance on local supply,
to limit the risk of outbreaks elsewhere disrupting the supply chain. This
could also lead to a diversification of resources and production such as
smaller, more geographically spread facilities.

A robust assessment of future supply requirements and sourcing is
urgently required. Special attention and resources need to be applied to
assessing the risk of, and the resolution of, commercial disputes. And
commercial contracts will need to be revised to reflect the changes in the
dispute risk profile due to the pandemic. �

Tonge is an Independent Forensic Accountant and former big 4 partner
based in Johannesburg.
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Can COVID–19 be classified as Force
Majeure in South Africa?
A S H R A F  B O O L E Y  A N D  C O N R A D  P O T B E R G

Generally, the insertion of a force majeure clause covers instances where a
contracting party would find it physically impossible to perform his/her obliga-
tions. Force majeure refers to a clause that is included in contracts to remove
liability for natural and unavoidable catastrophes that interrupt the expected
course of events and prevent participants from fulfilling obligations. It also
encompasses human actions, such as armed conflict. However, force majeure
would also find application where government either introduces new legisla-
tion, or through government action, which renders performance impossible.
This means that the performance now becomes legally and not physically
impossible, or perhaps both legally and physically impossible. Questions about
what is and is not “foreseeable” in a legal sense have been raised, given the
increased awareness of, for example, pandemics, asteroids, super-volcanoes,

The 23rd of March will forever be etched in the
minds of South Africans. The President of the
Republic of South Africa, Cyril Ramaphosa,

declared a 21-day national lockdown effective from mid-
night on Thursday, 26 March 2020 to Thursday, 16 April
2020 to curb the spread of the coronavirus. The question
is, to what extent can COVID–19 be declared force majeure
in a South African legal context? Force majeure –
Irresistible force, unforeseen and external.
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cyber threats, and nuclear warfare. 
French law applies three tests for

whether a force majeure defence is
applicable: the events must be unfore-
seeable, external and irresistible.  

According to English law, the
courts and various tribunals have
contended that it is difficult to prove
that force majeure has prevented or
delayed the contractual performance
of the parties. Recent cases, Triple
Point Technology v PPT (2017) and
Seadrill Ghana v Tullow Ghana
(2018), are evidence of the English
approach. However, in 2020, in the
matter of Sucden Middle-East v Yagci
Denizcilik v Ticaret Ltd (the M v
Muammer Yagci case) by allowing an
appeal, the court still maintained the
strict and narrow approach to force
majeure, stressing that “the answer
given to the question is only a nar-
row ‘yes’. It is ‘yes’ where the circum-
stances are as is in the present case.
The answer does not address all of
the circumstances that may come
within or fall outside clause 28. The
answer is concerned only with the
seizure of a cargo with that seizure by
a customs authority that is a State
revenue authority acting in a sover-
eign capacity”. Although this is a
rare judgment, it does give some clarity and guidance on the interpretation of
the force majeure clause in some standard form contracts. Although the par-
ties were allowed to rely on force majeure on appeal, this case does not sug-
gest a change from previous cases where the courts adopted a strict and nar-
row approach to force majeure.

South Africa’s Common Law
According to South Africa’s common law, a force majeure could equate to an
‘act of God or man’. It is an event, or a series of events, that neither of the con-
tractants foresaw, or an event or events unforeseen and unforeseeable at the time
of contracting. The event or events are out of the reasonable control of the con-
tractants, making it objectively and subjectively impossible for one or both of
them to render performance and discharge their obligations. Where a contract or
agreement does not have a force majeure clause, or in the event there is a clause
relating to force majeure but it does not stipulate the event or events, the party
who wants to rely on force majeure may resort to the common law principle of
supervening ‘impossibility of performance’. The result would be that either of the
contractants suspend their performance or obligations flowing from the contract
or agreement.  It must then not only be subjectively impossible but also objec-
tively impossible for the contractants to render any type of performance as a con-
sequence of an unforeseeable or unavoidable event or events.

It could be argued that for a contract to be valid, the contractual obliga-

tions flowing from such a contract must be possible. The general rule is that
an agreement will not create obligations if performance is initially objec-
tively impossible, impossibilium nulla obligation est (impossibility is an excuse
for the non-performance of an obligation). In the matter of Peters Flamman
and Co v Kokstad Municipality 1919 AD 427 at 434-437, the court held that
“A contract is void if at the time of its inception its performance is impossi-
ble: impossibilium nulla obligatio. So, also where a contract has become
impossible of performance after it had been entered into the general rule
was that the position is then the same as if it had been impossible from the
beginning.” We seem to have departed from the English law position with
this judgment. The terms force majeure, vis major and casus fortuitus are used
interchangeably and refer to an extraordinary event or circumstance
beyond the control of the parties, including a so-called “act of God”. 

South African common law has adopted a fairly strict approach in that it
does not excuse performance or obligations of a contract in most cases dealing
with force majeure. For example, in the matter of Glencore Grain Africa (Pty)
Ltd v Du Plessis NO & Others (2007) JOL 21043 (O), the court held that
there are certain conditions necessary for force majeure to trigger the opera-
tion of impossibility that has the consequence that  contractants’ obligation
or performance are suppressed. The court listed the following instances relat-
ing to force majeure or impossibility, namely, “(a) the impossibility must be
objectively impossible, (b) it must be absolute as opposed to probable, (c) it
must be absolute as opposed to relative, in other words if it relates to some-
thing that can in general be done, but the one party seeking to escape liability
cannot personally perform, such a party remains liable in contract, (d) the
impossibility must be unavoidable by a reasonable person, (e) it must not be
the fault of either party and lastly, the mere fact that a disaster or event was
foreseeable, does not necessarily mean that it ought to have been foreseeable
or that it is avoidable by a reasonable person”. In the matter of Aveng (Africa)
(Pty) Ltd and Strabag International Gmbh v South African National Roads Agency
SOC Ltd and Another (the SANRAL case), the court held that force majeure
was not applicable in the following instances, namely, (a) where the contract
is entered into after the event, (b) to non-performance of monetary obliga-
tions, and/ or if the event occurs after the affected party delays performance.

It can be seen that when force majeure clauses are inserted into con-
tracts, those clauses must be comprehensive and stipulate a list of force
majeure events that the contractants agree will suspend their obligations or
performance, for example the COVID-19 pandemic. 

It would be advisable for contractants to include a broad-based wording
such as “acts of God” or “acts of the state” to embody events that the con-
tractants may not have reasonably foreseen. The COVID-19 virus was
declared a global pandemic by the World Health Organisation (WHO). In
South Africa, if government orders businesses to close, public transport to
stop running, or any other event that would make the performance of obli-
gations under a commercial contract impossible, this would be deemed an
“Act of State” and would fall under our common law understanding of force
majeure. This includes regulations related to the protection of property, pro-
tection of the public and for the purpose of “dealing with the destructive and
other effects of the disaster”, as set out in the GN313 of 2020. The phrasing
here is relatively wide, and companies should be alert to any subsequent reg-
ulations which may affect the ordinary running of their businesses. �

Booley is a Senior Lecturer, Department of Private Law, University of the
Western Cape. Potberg is a Teaching and Learning Specialist, Faculty of Law.
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Potberg
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The Commission was established by the Federal Competition and
Consumer Protection Act in January 2019, and is responsible for both com-
petition law enforcement and consumer protection. Amongst other things,
the Commission is required to ‘eliminate anti-competitive agreements’ and
to redress ‘obnoxious trade practices’ as well as ‘unscrupulous exploitation of
consumers.’ The Act also prohibits any conspiracy, combination, agreement
or arrangement to unduly limit or manipulate supply, in order to unreason-
ably enhance prices or otherwise restrain competition. Contraventions of
the Act can attract financial penalties of up to N10 million (c. ZAR 500
000) for individuals and up to 10% of annual turnover for firms. Criminal
sanctions on individuals may also be imposed.  The Act applies to firms trad-
ing in Nigeria, and offshore entities trading into Nigeria.

During the pandemic period, the Commission has focused on address-
ing price-gouging on critical hygiene products, medications and medical
devices. Following the first reported case of COVID-19 in Nigeria on 27
February, the Commission reminded market participants – particularly
those firms trading in essential and personal hygiene items – to conduct
themselves in compliance with the Act. On 1 March, the Commission
issued letters to suppliers and retailers warning against price-gouging on
essential items like face masks, gloves, sanitisers and anti-bacterial wipes.
Shortly thereafter, Jumia, one of the largest Nigerian online shopping
platforms, delisted 390 products supplied by 168 suppliers because the
price of these essential items appeared to be excessive. The Commission
also recently instituted proceedings in Nigeria’s Federal High Court
against four stores: H-Medix, Faxx Stores, Ebeano Supermarket & Bakan
Gizo Pharmacy, over alleged price gouging. The matter is currently pend-
ing before the Nigerian Federal High Court. 

The Commission has also
launched an investigation into price
manipulation in Nigeria’s flour
industry. This followed complaints
received from the Association of
Master Bakers and Caterers of
Nigeria that the price of flour had
increased from N9 000 (c.  ZAR
400) to N13 000 (c. ZAR 600) dur-
ing the COVID-19 crisis. The asso-
ciation responded to this increase in
input costs by announcing that bak-
ers would increase the price of bread
by 60%. The Commission is investi-
gating whether this announcement
amounts to coordinated price fixing
between competing bakers.

These developments in Nigeria
highlight that it is critical for South
African companies doing business
in, and into, Nigeria to ensure that
they have in place a comprehensive
competition law compliance pro-
gramme, which is appropriately tai-
lored to deal with the fact that the
Nigerian legislation prohibits a
wider range of pricing and other
practices which are harmful to con-
sumers than the legislation in South
Africa. Companies need a clear and
concise pricing policy which is in
line with the Act and which will
enable them to identify possible contraventions before they happen.
Firms and managers are otherwise at risk of significant liability. �

Irvine is a Partner and Myburgh an Associate with Bowmans.
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Nigeria’s new Federal Competition and Consumer
Protection Commission flexes its muscles

The Nigerian Federal Competition and Consumer
Protection Commission is only 18 months’ old,
but has already been praised for its proactive

enforcement of consumer protection and competition
laws, particularly during the COVID-19 crisis. 
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Till murder us do part 
with reward
W I M  V I S S E R

In matrimonial property law, an “unworthy” spouse can be deprived of
marital property benefits. The Divorce Act (70 of 1979) provides that
when a divorce is granted, the court may make an order that the benefits of
the marriage are to be forfeited by one party in favour of the other party. 

Section 9(1) of the Act provides that “When a decree of divorce is
granted on the ground of the irretrievable breakdown of marriage the court
may order that the patrimonial benefits of the marriage be forfeited by one
party in favour of the other, either wholly or in part, if the court, having
regard to the duration of the marriage, the circumstances which gave rise to
the breakdown thereof and any substantial misconduct on the part of either
of the parties, is satisfied that, if the order for forfeiture is not made, the one
party will in relation to the other be unduly benefited.”

This begs the question – should a spouse be placed in a better position if
he or she caused the marriage to end as a result of murder instead of divorce?

The bloody hand
A person who kills another person is not entitled to inherit from the estate
of the person whom he or she has killed. This rule of our common law finds
its application in the Roman-Dutch maxim, ‘de bloedige hand neemt geen erf’
[the bloody hand cannot inherit].

A question arises whether or not the bloody hand maxim can be
extended beyond the law of succession to matrimonial property law in cases
where spouses are married in community of property. Where spouses are
married to each other in community of property, the surviving spouse is
automatically entitled to a half-share of the joint estate – this is because the
spouses are co-owners of the joint estate, and not because of the rules of
succession. 

Case law
In the case of Ex Parte Vonzell 1953 1 SA (C) the court held that the prin-
ciple preventing a murderer from benefiting from the estate of his or her
victim does not mean that he cannot receive his share of the property
which accrued to him during the marriage. The court goes on to say that
there is no rule in our law which deprives a person who murdered his
spouse of his share of the joint estate, since the murderer does not receive
the benefit from the estate of the deceased, but rather as a result of the mar-
riage in community of property.

In the case of Nell v Nell 1976 2 SA (T), the wife had murdered her hus-
band. The couple were married in community of property. The court had to

decide whether the wife was entitled to her one-half share of the
estate by virtue of their marriage in community of property. The
court found in favour of the wife. The court did, however,
exclude the proceeds of life insurance policies on the life of her

late husband.
In Makhanya v Minister of Finance

2001 (2) SA (D) the court extended
the use of the bloody hand maxim to
cover the proceeds of the deceased’s
pension fund from benefiting the
person who caused the deceased’s
death.

If the bloody hand principle has
been extended to cover pension,
provident and insurance policies,
why not to the matrimonial benefits
of a marriage in community of prop-
erty?

This question was partly
answered in the case of Leeb v Leeb
1991 (2) SA (N), where the court
held that where the marriage was in community of property, a wife who had
murdered her husband could, on the basis of public policy, be required to
forfeit her entitlement to that part of the joint estate to which she did not
contribute.

No clarity
If the Vonzell and Nell cases were to be followed, the spouse guilty of murder
would be entitled to their one-half share of the joint estate, while at
divorce, the guilty spouse could forfeit the whole or part of the joint estate.

Since the Supreme Court of Appeal has not yet decided the matter, the
anomaly, or should I say conflict, remains.

Fairness and public policy are the answer
Perhaps the time has come for reasonableness, fairness and public policy to be
considered as factors when determining whether a spouse who has murdered
his or her partner should be declared unworthy to receive his or her half-share
of the communal estate as a result of his or her own wrongdoing. �

Visser is a FISA member, FPSA® and Attorney with 
Du Plessis-Viviers.

A spouse in divorce proceedings can obtain
a forfeiture order of matrimonial property
benefits, but a murdered spouse cannot.

Visser
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Tales from the US of A . . .
Harvard law student sues for tuition fee refund
The annual tuition at Harvard Law School is $65 875 and a student is
suing to get some of that back. Because of COVID-19, Harvard, which
has one of the largest endowments in the country, switched to online
classes in March.  A student demanded that his tuition fees be dis-
counted and filed a lawsuit on June 22 alleging breach of contract,
unjust enrichment and conversion, and seeking class-action status.
Civil litigators are not sure about the merits of the lawsuit and wonder
if he will make it past summary judgment.  While universities are
expected to teach students, courts generally don’t weigh in on how the
education is delivered and it would be hard to argue that the plaintiff
did not get at least something of value from the Spring semester.
Stephanie Francis Ward July 7

Dozens of BigLaw firms are getting paycheck protection loans
Dozens of large and profitable law firms are receiving COVID-19 pay-
cheque protection loans. One firm reports receiving between $5m and
$10m. Another firm that has represented Donald Trump, and other
firms that have worked for him, received loans through the programme.
The loan, combined with expense cutbacks, is said to have enabled the
firm to preserve the jobs of hundreds of employees at full salary and ben-
efits without interruption. There is a long list of major firms receiving
up to $10m. The loans are fully forgiven if at least 60% of the money is
used for payroll and if the rest is used for rent, mortgage, interest and
utilities over an eight-week period after the loan is made.  
Debra Cassens Weiss July 6

Supreme Court rules Trump not immune from criminal sub-
poenas
The US Supreme Court ruled that President Trump is not automatically
and absolutely immune from state criminal subpoenas in a case seeking
his financial records. The Manhattan District Attorney is seeking
financial information from Trump’s accounting firm. He is said to be
investigating hush money payments before the 2016 presidential elec-
tion. The records are likely to remain secret under grand jury rules, at
least until after the 2020 presidential election, and, perhaps indefinite-
ly. In two other cases in which congressional committees sought his
financial records, the Supreme Court favoured Trump, saying the lower
court should have taken account of separation of powers. The subpoe-
na allowed must be no broader than reasonably necessary, and there
must be evidence supporting the claim that the subpoena advances a
valid legislative purpose. The courts will also consider the burdens
imposed on the president by the subpoena.
Debra Cassens Weiss July 9

Supreme Court upholds employer
exemption from contraceptive coverage
The US Supreme Court has upheld the adminis-
tration’s rules that allow employers to avoid contracep-
tive coverage for employees, based on religious or conscience objec-
tions. It found that the plain language of the Affordable Care Act gives
federal agencies the authority to create religious and moral exemptions.
The rule allows exemptions based on conscience as well as religious
objections, and expands the employers who can claim them to include
publically traded companies. It is estimated that up to 126 000 women
could lose access to free contraceptive coverage under the new rules.
Debra Cassens Weiss July 8

Prosecutor ethics in the spotlight after jogger’s death
The horrific shooting death of African American jogger Ahmaud
Arbery in Georgia inspired calls for social justice and prompted the pas-
sage of hate crime legislation for the first time in the state’s history. The
case poses legal ethics questions raised by the conduct of the initial pros-
ecutors in charge. The father and son who pursued the jogger with guns
and shot him dead were not arrested at the time – allegedly because of
instructions from the district attorney. The father had worked as an
investigator with her office for many years. Georgia law provides that
where the district attorney’s office is disqualified from interest or rela-
tionship to engage in a prosecution the attorney general must be noti-
fied to take responsibility. The prosecutor only advised the attorney gen-
eral about the conflict four days after the decision not to arrest.
David L Hudson Jr July 16 

Texas Bar President’s comments about Black Lives Matter
brings calls for resignation
The State Bar of Texas President cited a case in which a Make
America Great Again (MAGA) hat was held to be electioneering, and
said, “I see no difference in that hat and this shirt” below a photo of a
person wearing a Black Lives Matter shirt. Calls have been made for
his resignation and condemnation from other bar leaders. He says he
understands his comments were hurtful to many members of the bar
but that wasn’t his intent, and says he is “truly sorry”. His views have
been denounced in the strongest terms by the State Bar of Texas. 
Debra Cassens Weiss July 13

State Supreme Court rules for owner of home lost over $8
tax debt
The Michigan Supreme Court has ruled that the takings clause in the
state constitution prevents counties from selling homes for unpaid tax
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debts and keeping all surplus proceeds. Two taxpayers, including one
who owed only $8.41 in unpaid taxes, challenged the sales. Twelve
other states have tax sale practices constituting what one commentator
calls, “home equity theft”. The $8.41 grew to $285.81 after interest,
penalties and fees. The Oakland County sold the property for $24 500
and kept all proceeds above the due amount. The other defendant
owed about $6 000 in unpaid taxes, interest, penalties and fees and the
property was sold for $82 000 with all the proceeds kept. The takings
clause was adopted in 1963 and the prior common law protected prop-
erty owners’ rights as well.  
Debra Cassens Weiss July 20

Online jury selection riddled with problems of distracted
potential jurors 
Potential jurors were distracted or absent during online jury selection
according to a motion filed on behalf of an asbestos defendant. One
potential juror was lying in what appeared to be a bed, curled up and
possibly asleep. Another was working on an elliptical exercise
machine, another appeared to leave the room with a child. Multiple
people appeared to be using computers or electronic devices during
the proceedings. Another walked away from the screen because he
had left something on the stove. Others were “herding pets and chil-
dren”. The plaintiff says his asbestos exposure in the US navy caused
his lung cancer.  
Debra Cassens Weiss July 22

Officials intervene after lawyers charged for waving guns at
protesters
The husband and wife lawyers who were filmed waving a semi-auto-
matic handgun and a semi-automatic rifle at protesters were each
charged with unlawful use of a weapon. The Missouri governor said he
would likely pardon the attorneys, and the attorney general said he
would enter the case and seek dismissal of the charges. The attorney
general accused the prosecutor (who pressed the charges for knowingly
exhibiting guns capable of lethal use “in an angry and threatening
manner”) of a political prosecution and the governor called the charges
outrageous. Missouri’s castle doctrine allows a person who reasonably
thinks force is necessary to use it to defend their property and the per-
son does not have a duty to retreat from their own private property.
The legal position is described as “difficult”.
Debra Cassens Weiss July 21

BigLaw sued for $3m transfer to fraudster’s account
A major law firm is facing a law suit alleging it failed to prevent the
transfer of more than $3 million to a fraudster’s account in Hong Kong.
The firm is accused of failing to investigate after the fraudster inter-
cepted emails regarding a stock sale, posed as the seller, and instructed
the law firm to wire $3.1 million from the stock buyer to another
account. The fraudulent account was identified as a furniture company.
The law firm sent an email to the stock seller seeking to verify the new
account. It was intercepted by the fraudster and never received by the
seller. The fraudster then sent the firm new documents that included
information on the new account held under a slightly different name.

The suit says the law firm should have been on notice that the
accounts were not legitimate because of inconsistencies in documents.
The law firm did not contact the stock sellers by phone to verify the
emails. The suit alleges breach of fiduciary duty and breach of contract.
The law firm says that the plaintiff was not a client and they acted on
wiring instructions received from the plaintiff’s email system.  
Debra Cassens Weiss July 23

Typo gave away false death certificate 
A typographical error and font change led prosecutors to conclude that
a New York man had faked his death to avoid sentencing in two cases.
The accused is now facing an additional charge of offering a false
instrument for filing. A lawyer who presented the death certificate for
his client to prosecutors indicated that the accused’s fiancé had given
him the document which listed the cause of death as suicide. Besides a
font change, the word “Registry” was misspelt as “Regsitry”.
Debra Cassens Weiss July 23

2020 report shows lack of rural lawyers and attorney debt
struggles 
Some states with the highest number of lawyers per capita also have
rural areas with few, if any, attorneys – called “legal deserts”.  New York
has 9.5 attorneys for every 1 000 people, with 14 per thousand in New
York City. Two-thirds of the counties in Arizona have fewer than one
lawyer per 1 000 residents and some counties in Idaho have no lawyers
at all.  The state of the profession report also found that 48% of young
lawyers have postponed or decided not to have children because of
their debt from school and legal education. 29% had postponed or
decided not to marry because of their debts.  
Stephanie Francis Ward July 28

Supreme Court refuses to block restrictions on Nevada
churches
The US Supreme Court rejected an emergency request by a Nevada
church to block the 50 person limit on attendance at worship services
imposed because of the COVID-19 situation.  The vote was 5-4.  The
church contended that the restrictions treated casinos and other estab-
lishments better than churches as they are allowed to operate at 50%
of fire-code capacity. The state had argued that the law treated churches
better than lectures, concerts, sporting events and plays. The court
declined to issue an injunction.  
Debra Cassens Weiss, July 27 

Law firm staffing up on bankruptcy lawyers for post-COVID-19
boom
Law firms are taking a hard look at their bankruptcy and restructuring
practice groups in anticipation of increased demand because commer-
cial bankruptcies seem inescapable. Legal head hunters are looking to
place or poach bankruptcy lawyers.
Debra Cassens Weiss July 23

All these stories are summaries by Patrick Bracher of Norton Rose
Fulbright (South Africa) of articles in the ABA Journal eReport.

InternationalInternational
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Novavax announced that its vaccine for COVID-19, which is
under trial in South Africa, could begin the final stage of testing
by September. The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation is giving

approximately R250m to help support the roll out. Dr Shabir Madhi, a
vaccinology professor at the University of the Witwatersrand, says South
Africans will have early access to the vaccine if it proves effective. 

It was announced in August that UK property sales rose 38% year-
on-year in July. The value was more than £37bn worth. Kevin
Shaw, managing director of residential sales at Leaders Romans

Group, said: “As many of us continue to work from home, people have
realised business can function well while doing so, and so no longer
want to commute into big cities five days a week, or live in urban
environments closer to offices. There is real demand to live in rural
locations providing green space.”

According to Ofcom’s Media Nations 2020 report, streaming
services such as Netflix, Amazon Prime Video and Disney+
were among some of those that benefitted from the UK’s

COVID-19 nationwide lockdown. Millions of Britons signed up for
video streaming and viewers spent an average 40% of their waking
hours watching television at the peak of the coronavirus outbreak, in
April. The media watchdog says that Brits “kept themselves informed
and entertained by spending an average of six hours and 25 minutes
each day watching TV and online video content – a total of almost 45
hours a week, and a rise of almost a third on last year”.  

The 2019/2020 Champions League is the longest on record –
the preliminary qualifiers were played on 25 June 2019 and
ended on 23 August at the Stadium of Light in Lisbon –

empty of spectators. Bayern Munich was crowned after a 1-0 win over
Paris Saint-Germain (PSG). Bayern became the first team in the tour-
nament’s history to win 11 games in a row, becoming the first team in
the European Cup/Champions League history to win every game en

route to victory. It
was the club’s first
Champions League
title since 2012/13,
and their sixth win –
level with Liverpool.

London-listed Gem Diamonds has recovered a high-quality 442 ct
Type II diamond from its Letšeng mine, in Lesotho. CEO
Clifford Elphick says the recovery of the 442 ct diamond “is fur-

ther confirmation of the calibre of the Letšeng mine and its ability to
consistently produce large, high-quality diamonds”. 

Street style icon Sarah Rutson was known in fashion circles as “the
girl born in heels”. Vogue reports that she once admitted to owning
500 pairs of heels. As many of the rest of us have learnt since

April, things have changed. She commented, “I’m done with keeping
things… it’s about living life and not hanging onto ghosts of clothes.
COVID has totally made me decide that my old life and the way I wore
clothes is done and gone.” So she’s getting rid of clothes on the basis that
“And now with Covid, I’m not traveling at all. I’m working on Zoom
calls, I’m going to be sitting on a lot of Zooms, and having limited meet-
ings with limited people. I’m not going to be walking around my house in
a jacket and a pencil skirt. So I thought it was time to clear out the rest.” 

Experts say honey is more effective than antibiotics and may out-
perform conventional treatments for coughs, blocked noses and
sore throats. Scientists from the University of Oxford said GPs

can recommend honey as a suitable alternative to antibiotics, which
are often prescribed for such infections. “Honey is more effective and
less harmful than usual care alternatives and avoids causing harm
through antimicrobial resistance,” they said. �

Compiled by Myrle Vanderstraeten

The World in August

Gerry Pecht has been appointed Global Chief Executive of the firm, effective January 1, 2021. He will succeed Peter Martyr,
who has led Norton Rose and then Norton Rose Fulbright since 2002. Currently Norton Rose Fulbright’s Global Head of

Dispute Resolution and Litigation, Gerry Pecht commented: “I am proud and honoured to be elected Norton Rose Fulbright’s
Global Chief Executive. On behalf of the global business, I would like to thank Peter Martyr for the outstanding contribution he
has made to the firm as its first Global Chief Executive, and I am committed to continuing to build on the foundations laid by
Peter.”

Norton Rose Fulbright 

Gerry Pecht 

NationalnewsNationalnews
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Webber Wentzel signed a bilateral agreement with leading Ethiopian law firm, Tadesse
Kiros Law Office. The agreement will deepen and formalise the relationship between the

firms and create a stronger platform to serve clients in Africa. Christo Els, Webber Wentzel
Senior Partner said, “We are very excited about entering into this bilateral agreement with
Tadesse Kiros Law Office. The agreement builds on our strategy to continue to deepen relation-
ships with the leading African law firms in countries where our clients operate. We are commit-
ted to supporting our clients, sustainable growth and the widening of
opportunities across the continent.” Robert Appelbaum, Webber
Wentzel Ethiopia country partner: “Our relationship has grown out of
live mandates and is a perfect mix given the depth of experience of
both firms.” Tadesse Kiros, Senior Partner, Tadesse Kiros Law Office
said, “We are delighted to be taking this important step in our relation-
ship with Webber Wentzel. Together we look forward to supporting our
clients at this exciting and transformational time in Ethiopia.”

Webber Wentzel 

Promotions 2020: Senior Associate to Partner:
Johannesburg – Bongumusa Sibiya, Julia

Power and Jutami Augustyn. Cape Town –
Umaymah Salasa-Khan. Other promotions from
Senior Associate: Rob Hare – Johannesburg,
appointed as Consultant, Ariana Issaias –
Nairobi, appointed as Of Counsel. Associate to
Senior Associate: Cape Town: Chloë Loubser, Sivuyise Lutshiti and Marga Nel. Dar es Salaam: Charles Mmasi. Johannesburg: Gabriela Andonova,
Yeleni Bruinders, Lubumba Kamukwamba, Phuti Kgomo, Ernest Maboko, Hazel Motswadira, Mxolisi Ngubane, Liesl Oosthuizen, Romane Paul,
Minenhle Sambo, Kate Schoeman-Paterson, Kirsten Serrurier, Tebogo Sibanyoni, Yonela Sicam and Jonathan Singh. Kampala: Jonathan Kiwana, Brian
Manyire and Diana Tusiime. Nairobi: Denis Magonga, Michael Okeyo and Effie Omondi. Forensic Investigator to Senior Forensic Investigator: Carla de
Klerk, Johandri Pienaar and Julian Smith.

Bowmans

Christo Els

Robert Appelbaum Tadesse Kiros

Rob Hare Ariana Issaias Chloë Loubser Sivuyise Lutshiti Marga Nel Charles Mmasi

Gabriela Andonova Yeleni Bruinders Lubumba Kamukwamba Phuti Kgomo Ernest Maboko Hazel Motswadira

Bongumusa Sibiya Julia Power Jutami Augustyn Umaymah Salasa-Khan 

Appointment: Ilze Watt
has been appointed a

Senior Associate in the
Corporate Commercial
practice.

ENSafrica 

Ilze Watt 



After the formation of the Constitutional Court, one of the first people
Justice Albie Sachs approached for an artwork donation was Cecil
Skotnes. Skotnes had previously designed various panels with an African
theme for public buildings in South Africa, and his studio was open to
artists who were excluded from art schools during apartheid. Skotnes told
Sachs that he was nearing completion on a panel celebrating the achieve-
ment of democracy in South Africa. To complete the work, Skotnes

invited Hamilton Budaza
to collaborate on creating
this tribute to democracy. 

The central panel by
Skotnes shows a figure
reaching for the sky; the
birds, hands and faces by
Budaza similarly herald
the new dawn in 1994. It
is one of the CCAC’s
most confident and optimistic works.

As this was the first artwork to be installed in the Constitutional
Court’s temporary offices at Braampark, Sachs was unsure how it would be
received. He says: “I was anxious about how it would be received since it
did not contain familiar court iconography. Fortunately, the public
response was enthusiastic and the way was now open to receive further
work from sympathetic artists and galleries.” In a sense, this artwork
paved the way for the hundreds of artwork donations that would follow
and form the Constitutional Court Art Collection. 

As South Africa celebrates Heritage Day on the 24th of September,
this artwork is a reminder of our shared past and our responsibility to
shape our common future, together. �

28 September 2020
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Freedom
T H E  C O N S T I T U T I O N A L  C O U R T  T R U S T

“Freedom’ (1995) was the first artwork
donated to the CCAC, after the commis-
sioning of the ‘Humanity’ tapestry by

Joseph Ndlovu. 
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INTRODUCTION

The environment, its beauty and what it provides for us, is generally
taken for granted. As with much in life, it is only when it is no longer
there, or is in danger, that we take the issue seriously. Sometimes
that is too little, too late. 

A lot has been written about what governments will be required to
do to regenerate economies post-COVID-19; many of the reports indi-
cate that a green recovery will be one of the essential considerations.

Most experts agree that we are likely to see more frequent and
more destructive weather patterns. A green swan is defined by the
Macmillan Dictionary as “a climate event that is outside the normal
range of expected events. Green swans are different from black
swans because there is some certainty that climate change risks will
one day materialize.” Luiz Awazu Pereira da Silva, Deputy General
Manager of the Bank for International Settlements (BIS), observed
that “The effects of Green Swans are in most cases irreversible (i.e.
the damage done to our environment), whereas Black Swans  – such
as the Global Financial Crisis (GFC) have effects that are long-lasting
but can eventually be corrected.”  

In April, an online survey, conducted by Ipsos, polled more than
28 000 adults in 14 countries. There is widespread support for gov-
ernments to prioritise climate change in their economic recovery ef-
forts after COVID-19. Of the South Africans polled, 84% believe
government will have failed its people if it does not act. Some of the
issues of importance to the South African participants were  – unsur-
prisingly, given our reliance on the unreliable  – future energy
sources and supplies – 33%, as against a global average of 18%.
Quality of water worries 30% of South Africans, while the global fig-
ure is just 12%. And the perennial challenge of over-population is a
concern for 30% of the South Africans in contrast to only 15% of the
rest. The South African government has introduced a considerable
number of Acts and Regulations aimed at protecting the environ-
ment. It is up to us all to do more than pay lip-service to them.

International company, Esri, observes that as humans destabilise
the environment, ecosystems are damaged and viruses find new
hosts whose immune systems are not evolving as quickly as the
virus. Dr Dawn Wright, Chief Scientist at Esri, said “The novel coron-
avirus was very likely to have originated in bats. Through our activi-
ties, through our urbanisation, through the ways that we treat wildlife,
we are disrupting or destroying their habitats. Species such bats
have to shift their distribution accordingly. As they move to get away
from what is disrupting them or killing them, sometimes it brings
them and their diseases closer to where people are.” 

NASA’s climate scientists say the five warmest years on record
have all occurred since 2010; the rate of Antarctica ice mass loss
has tripled in the last decade; and global sea levels have risen eight
inches in the last century. And it is not generally known that Arctic ice
holds many ancient viruses, against which modern man has little to
no immunity. In Alaska, researchers discovered remnants of the
1918 Spanish Flu.

Climate change is altering ecosystems, and diseases are on the
move, becoming an unanticipated threat. Humans cannot stand
apart; what we do to our environment will turn full circle and affect us
all and our economies. 

There will be many studies on the environment, the global econ-
omy and society post the COVID-19 pandemic. If it shows that man’s
more thoughtful actions during this time have resulted in positive
change, it will have provided one plus amongst the destruction it has
wrought. •

Myrle Vanderstraeten
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GREATER RESPONSIBILITY FOR PRODUCERS
OF LIGHTING, ELECTRONIC, PAPER AND
PACKAGING PRODUCTS
F R A N C O I S  J O U B E R T  A N D  J U L I A  R U S H T O N  

It is estimated that South Africa generates approximately 108 million tonnes
of waste per year. As much as 90% of this waste (with an estimated value of
more than R25.2 billion) is dumped or disposed of in landfill sites across the
country. These are rapidly filling up and approaching closure. 

The state has a duty, in terms of the National Environmental Manage-
ment: Waste Act (59 of 2008) (NEMWA), to put measures in place to min-
imise the amount of waste that is generated and to ensure that waste is
re-used, recycled and recovered in an environmentally sound manner, before
being safely treated and disposed of. In accordance with this duty, on 26
June, the Department of Environment, Forestry and Fisheries (Department)
published the draft Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) Regulations as
well the proposed EPR schemes for the lighting, electronic equipment, paper
and packaging sectors for public comment. 

The publication of these notices by the Minister of Environment, Forestry

and Fisheries illustrates the Department’s intention to put measures in place
that address the way in which waste is handled at the post-consumer stage
of a product’s life cycle. The notices have been published in terms of s18 of
NEMWA which provides that the Minister, in consultation with the Minister of
Trade and Industry, may identify a product or class of products in respect of
which the EPR applies. This means that the producers are responsible for
these products until the post-consumer stage of a product’s life cycle and
may be required to take certain waste-related measures in respect of that
product or class of products. EPR measures are far-reaching and may include

requiring producers to collect, re-use, recycle and responsibly dispose of their
products in the post-consumer stage. This has the potential to significantly re-
duce the amount of waste that ends up in landfill sites. 

The draft EPR Regulations set out the proposed framework for the devel-
opment, implementation, monitoring and evaluation of EPR schemes by pro-
ducers, and will apply to the waste streams that are identified by the Minister
in separate notices. The draft EPR Regulations seek to encourage and en-
able the implementation of a circular economy initiative by extracting as
much value from resources as possible through re-use and recycling. Produc-
ers of these products will be required to register with the Department and es-
tablish, implement and finance an EPR scheme, or join an existing EPR
scheme. 

So far, the Minister has published the proposed EPR schemes for the
lighting, electronic equipment, paper and packaging sectors. The notices in-

clude a list of the types of items in each of these sectors that are subject to
the EPR scheme requirements. The producers of the items listed in those no-
tices will be responsible for developing and implementing an EPR scheme.
The sectors identified by the Minister are responsible for much of the waste
that ends up being dumped or disposed of in landfill sites. If the producers of
lighting products, electronic equipment, paper and packaging implement ef-
fective EPR schemes, as proposed in the notices, it should drastically reduce
the amount of waste that enters our landfill sites. Electronic waste alone ac-
counts for roughly 350 000 tonnes of the waste generated in South Africa

It is important that South Africa recog-
nises the employment opportunities and
economic potential that the collection,
re-use and recycling of waste holds – not
to mention the positive impacts on the
environment. 

Rushton Joubert 
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each year, and only about 35 000 tonnes are recycled. Many of the chemi-
cals released from electronic waste are harmful to human health and the en-
vironment, so it is essential that electronic waste is disposed of in a
responsible manner. 

South Africa also generates a vast amount of plastic waste and it is al-
most impossible to buy anything from a grocery store that is not packaged in
plastic. The definition of “packaging” in the proposed EPR scheme for the
paper and packaging sector is particularly wide and includes “any material,
container or wrapping, used for the containment, transport, handling, protec-
tion, promotion, marketing or sale of any product or substance, which may be
primary packaging, containing the actual product or secondary packaging,
typically containing products already packaged in primary packaging”. 

At this stage the following are not included in the definition, but may al-
ways be added by the Minister in a subsequent notice:  

• packaging made out of timber and textile, 

• plastic pallets and industrial bulk containers (with a capacity exceeding
1000 litres), and

• shipping containers used solely for the transportation of any consumer
commodity in bulk to manufacturers, packers, or processors, or to whole-
sale or retail distributors 

According to the proposed EPR schemes for the lighting and electronic equip-
ment sectors, existing producers of these products will be required to prepare
and submit an EPR scheme to the Minister within six months of the publication
of the notice. Lighting and electronic equipment producers that start operations
after publication of the notice, on the other hand, will be required to either (i)

prepare and submit an EPR scheme to the Minister within six months of com-
mencing operations, or (ii) subscribe to an existing EPR scheme within three
months of commencing operations. At this stage, the notice in respect of the
proposed EPR scheme for the paper and packaging sector does not provide the
time period in which the producers of products listed in that notice will need to
submit their EPR scheme to the Minister. It is anticipated that the Department
will determine these timeframes prior to the final publication of the notice. 

In addition to the submission of an EPR scheme, the draft EPR Regula-
tions provide that producers must determine the fee that they will pay to fund
the EPR schemes. The appropriate fee must be determined in consultation

with the Minister of Finance and the Minister of Trade, Industry and Competi-
tion and be based on the weight and recyclability of each item. This essen-
tially gives effect to the “producer pays” principle of environmental law. 

If the draft EPR Regulations come into effect, they will be far-reaching, as
producers will also be required to:

• develop and maintain a system to collect the EPR fees; 

• tender and contract for the collection, recycling and recovery of waste; 

• implement mandatory take-back of products that have reached the end
of product life; 

• document collection, sorting, recycling and recovery of waste;

• develop and manage the data collection system;

• submit data to the South African Waste Information System regarding the
amount of waste that is generated, collected, diverted away from landfill
(through re-use, recycling, recovery or refurbishment), exported and dis-
posed of;

• conduct internal audits and make these audit reports available to the De-
partment upon request;

• utilise new and existing infrastructure across schemes in a collaborative
manner where feasible;

• promote small businesses; and

• develop a broad-based black economic empowerment (BBBEE) transfor-
mation charter within the waste sector of the products identified in the
notices published by the Minister in terms of s18(1) of NEMWA.

In an attempt to minimise the amount of waste that is generated, the draft
EPR Regulations also require producers to conduct a life cycle assessment in
relation to their products, in accordance with the relevant South African Bu-
reau of Standards or International Organisation for Standardisation standards.
Producers will then be required to factor the results of the life cycle assess-
ment into the design, composition or production process of a product. This
should result in a reduction in the consumption of natural resources, in-
creased production of more environmentally-friendly products and a reduction
in the amount of post-consumer waste. If producers are required to collect, re-
use and recycle their products after use, they are likely to be more inclined to
ensure that their products last longer, are less toxic and easier to recycle. 

It is important that South Africa recognises the employment opportunities
and economic potential that the collection, re-use and recycling of waste
holds – not to mention the positive impacts on the environment. The draft
EPR Regulations and proposed schemes introduced by the Minister, if prop-
erly implemented, will have wide-ranging impacts on a number of categories
of waste in South Africa, reduce the burden on landfill sites and will help
South Africans to appreciate the value of “waste”.

Members of the public had until 26 August to submit written comments
on the draft EPR Regulations and proposed schemes to the Director-General
of the Department of Environment, Forestry and Fisheries.

We will continue to monitor developments in this space.•

Joubert is a Partner and Rushton an 

Associate  with Fasken (South Africa).

In an attempt to minimise the amount of waste
that is generated, the draft EPR Regulations
also require producers to conduct a life cycle
assessment in relation to their products, in 
accordance with the relevant South African 
Bureau of Standards or International 
Organisation for Standardisation standards.
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ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATORY SUPPORT –
KEY TO SUSTAINING INVESTOR CONFIDENCE
UNDER SOUTH AFRICA’S ENERGY TRANSITION
M A R G O - A N N  W E R N E R ,  A L E C I A  P I E N A A R  A N D  L A U R A - A N N E  W I L S O N  

Investment within the energy sector is becoming increasingly, if not predomi-
nantly, driven by climate change considerations and other ESG risks. The
Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI), which is supported by the United
Nations, has become a guiding instrument for the financial sector in its move
towards a more sustainable and responsible global market. Locally, the PRI
has been incorporated into the Code for Responsible Investing in South
Africa, which has been endorsed by the Institute of Directors in Southern
Africa, and supported by the Financial Services Conduct Authority and Johan-
nesburg Stock Exchange.

With ESG in such sharp focus, investors, both local and foreign, will be
drawn to the local transition to a low-carbon energy mix. This was perhaps

most evident in South Africa, with extensive competitive bidder participation
under the various bidding rounds of the Renewable Energy Independent
Power Producer Procurement Programme (REIPPPP). However, despite there
being a recognisable energy transition momentum that stems from, and is
supported by, South Africa’s energy policy and procurement programmes,
various environmental regulatory hurdles have influenced project feasibility
and, as such, investor confidence.  

Energy and environmental regulation go hand-in hand
The release of the revised Integrated Resource Plan in October 2019 has pro-
vided much needed clarity in relation to South Africa’s energy roadmap, giv-
ing recognition to the need to move to a low-carbon economy (in a manner

that is socially just and sensitive to the potential impacts on jobs and local
economies) and the National Development Plan 2030’s aim of achieving an
environmentally sustainable energy sector through reduced emissions and
pollution. Such recognition is evident in the inclusion of the following addi-
tional capacities: 2500MW from hydropower; 6000MW from solar PV;
14,400MW from wind; 3000MW from gas/diesel; and 4000MW from distrib-
uted generation, co-generation, biomass and landfill technologies. 

Whilst this, together with the formidable reputation of the REIPPPP, ar-
guably provides a platform that anchors investment interest from an ESG per-
spective, it needs to be sustained by an accommodating regulatory
framework. Unfortunately, the regulation of environmental impact assess-

ments and permitting has become characterised as a risk in the energy proj-
ect development process. These risks are usually in the form of extensive
delays occasioned by the licencing processes; or legal challenges by way of
administrative appeals and reviews against the grant of environmental li-
cences. Furthermore, projects are usually developed a few years before the
publication of RFPs, with the result that developments in environmental as-
sessments – such as the need for specific projects to conduct climate
change impact assessments – have not been catered for, or that the impacts
and scope of a project potentially need to be reassessed due to the rapid
changes in technology or the inclusion of modernised infrastructure or facili-
ties, such as battery storage. The reassessment may require the amendment
of existing environmental licences or the need to submit licence applications

Wilson Werner Pienaar 
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afresh, with both processes being at risk of administrative delays or further
legal challenges by way of appeals or reviews.

The uncertainty surrounding the fate of energy projects, and the impact of
legal challenges (especially delayed challenges) on the legal certainty of
rights under environmental permits, have contributed to dissuading invest-
ment in South Africa’s energy sector at a time when preserving and building
the IPP partnership to address the country’s power needs is critical. It has be-
come vital that the environmental regulatory framework is developed to con-
tribute to, rather than delay, development in this space. 

The use of Strategic Environmental Assessments (SEA) by the Department
of Environment, Forestry and Fisheries (Department) is a good example of a
regulatory tool that has had a positive influence on energy infrastructure de-
velopment. SEAs are developed in terms of S24(2) of the National Environ-
mental Management Act (107 of 1998), whereby the Minister of Environment,
Forestry and Fisheries (Minister), or an MEC with the concurrence of the Minis-
ter, is empowered to identify, amongst others, geographical areas based on
environmental attributes, in which: (i) specified activities may be excluded
from the requirement to obtain an environmental authorisation (EA); (ii) the ac-
tivities conducted must comply with prescribed norms or standards; or (iii) the
activities are based on an environmental management instrument and, there-
fore, may be excluded from the requirement to obtain an EA.

For purposes of energy infrastructure development, the Department has
undertaken SEAs in relation to gas transmission pipelines, electricity grid in-
frastructure and large scale wind and solar PV development respectively, with
the outcome being the identification of strategic gas pipeline and grid infra-
structure corridors, as well as Renewable Energy Development Zones
(REDZs).

Following this, in July, the Minister published various notices for public
consultation providing for the intention to: 

• exclude electricity transmission and distribution infrastructure situated
within the grid infrastructure corridor from the requirement to obtain an
EA;

• identify three new REDZs in addition to the eight REDZs already pub-

lished in February 2018; and

• allow for expediated EA application processes in relation to gas transmis-
sion pipelines located in the gas pipeline corridor; electricity transmission
and distribution infrastructure occurring in a REDZs; and large-scale wind
and solar PV facilities situated in REDZs.

The benefit of energy development projects being developed within these
zones or corridors is that they can take advantage of the environment already
being pre-assessed from an environmental impact perspective. As such,
there will be the benefit of reduced licensing timeframes of 57 days, with
projects within these zones and corridors being given priority; the advantage
that a basic assessment can be undertaken where a full scoping and envi-
ronmental impact assessment would otherwise have been required; or possi-
bly the benefit of being exempt from requiring an EA. Streamlined EA
processes offered by these strategic zones and corridors will be appealing to
investors and developers, with the additional appeal being the decreased risk
of not being granted an EA. This will add legal certainty to environmental li-
censing, thereby contributing significantly to investor confidence in project
development. 

The future of energy development projects is very much dependent on en-
ergy and environmental policy and regulation being aligned. While South
Africa’s energy policy advancements offer welcomed direction, cumbersome
environmental permitting processes still pose a hindrance to the sector’s
progress. Given the risks associated with the development of energy projects,
and the expenses developers face in preparing, bidding and readying proj-
ects for development once selected as preferred bidders, any environmental
regulatory developments catering for or advancing legal certainty will go a
long way to contributing to South Africa’s environmentally sustainable devel-
opment, energy security and investor confidence. •

Werner is a Senior Associate, Pienaar an 

Associate and Wilson Associate Designate with

Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr.

REFLECTIONS ON ENVIRONMENTAL LAW
PRACTICE IN SOUTH AFRICA
C O R M A C  C U L L I N A N

Bright-eyed young people often ask me for advice about how to get into a
field which they feel confident is growing as rapidly as the huge environmen-
tal challenges facing humanity in the 21st century. Many scientists now re-
gard the collapse of human civilisations as the most likely outcome of the
combined effects of climate change, ecological degradation and the cata-
strophic decline in wild species. This means that, from the macro-perspective
of humanity, the need to develop, apply and enforce environmental laws in

defence of Earth has never been greater. Unfortunately, from the micro-per-
spective of the individual lawyer, it remains difficult to find a job or build a
practice in the field of environmental law. The most lucrative career opportu-
nities are advising corporations that cause significant environmental degra-
dation, but even so, environmental law departments within large firms are
often “Cinderella departments” because it is much easier to be a big-biller in
other fields of law.
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Before exploring the reasons for the disjuncture
between macro need and micro opportunities, it is
useful to take a quick excursion through the prac-
tice of environmental law in South
Africa over the past 20 years or
so, to understand how we arrived
here, and where we may be
headed.

Thirty or forty years ago,
environmental law was not
even a “thing” in South Africa.
Academics, like the late Pro-
fessor Denis Cowan, argued
about whether it could even be
regarded as a field of law,
while others like Professor
Jan Glazewski of UCT and Prof
Rabie of Stellenbosch tried
to define and develop the
field. The development of
environmental law in other
jurisdictions helped drive the
emergence of environmental
law as a distinct field of practice
during the 1980s. By the time
the famous “Earth Summit” convened
in Rio de Janeiro in 1992, a law firm had been es-
tablished in Durban that claimed to specialise in environmental law (Riddle
Glavovic), and Shepstone & Wylie had established a small environmental law
department.

In the wake of the Earth Summit, there was a global proliferation of envi-
ronmental treaties and laws, and the newly democratic South Africa, empow-
ered by the environmental right in s24 of the
Constitution, followed suit. In 1998 the National Water
Act and the National Environmental Management Act
(NEMA) were enacted and were followed by a steady
stream of statutes intended to give effect to s24. Several
boutique environmental law firms were established, be-
ginning in 1997 with Winstanley Attorneys in Cape Town
(now Cullinan & Associates Inc.) and followed by others
including Cameron Cross, Warburton, and Smith, Ndlovu,
Summers.  

Initially, the specialist environmental law firms flour-
ished because many clients and law firms were uncer-
tain about this new and unfamiliar field and so sought
advice from the leading specialist attorneys. As environ-
mental law began to become more mainstream, and its
implications for a range of other areas of the law, includ-
ing mergers and acquisitions, became obvious, the mar-

ket matured. Larger firms began to recruit experienced lawyers from
the boutique firms in order to establish their own environmental law
departments and soon all self-respecting “full-service” law firms of-
fered environmental law advice.  

During this period of growth, several South African law
schools began offering both under-graduate and LLM
courses in environmental law and many lawyers, envi-
ronmental assessment practitioners and government

officials were trained in environmental law. In 2009,
the founding of the Centre for Environmental

Rights (“CER”) – a not-for-profit law clinic –
provided significant impetus to public inter-
est environmental litigation, which was also
being undertaken by other not-for-profits
such as the Legal Resources Centre, the
Centre for Applied Legal Studies and
Lawyers for Human Rights.

The establishment of the “Green Scor-
pions” improved enforcement and per-
suaded more clients to take
environmental concerns more seriously,

and when the Environmental Law Association
of South Africa (“ELA”) was established in 2009,

the future seemed bright green. However, the worsening
economic conditions over the past few

years has seen something of
a retreat in private sector
environmental law practice.

Several larger firms have reduced the size of their environmental law depart-
ments or redeployed their environmental lawyers to other departments (e.g.
dealing with infrastructure or public law in general). There has also been a
proliferation of one- or two-person environmental law consultancies (and a

In the wake of the Earth
Summit, there was a global
proliferation of environmental
treaties and laws, and the
newly democratic South
Africa, empowered by the 
environmental right in s24 
of the Constitution, followed
suit. 

Cullinan
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few law firms), mostly established by experienced environmental attorneys
leaving larger firms. Currently many environmental lawyers seem to be follow-
ing in the footsteps of town planners and architects, with most becoming self-
employed, leaving only a few larger teams of environmental lawyers in the
market.  The COVID-19 lockdown may well add further impetus to this trend.  

The not-for-profit environmental law sector appears to have fared better
on the whole, although some NGOs have lost funding for their environmental
programmes.  The CER in particular has proved that the not-for-profit model
is well suited to the public nature of environmental law and has grown rapidly.
It and similar organisations are now well-placed to take advantage of the in-
creasing global appetite for using litigation as a means of expediting re-
sponses to climate change.

There are many reasons why rapidly worsening environmental crises (cli-
mate change, biodiversity loss, pandemics, droughts, wild-fires etc.) have not
been matched by a dramatic increase in demand for private sector environ-
mental lawyers. One of the most significant is the difficulty of funding litigation
to protect the environment for the benefit of all. Ecologically destructive activi-
ties that create financial benefit for a few are always better financed than pro-
tecting the common good. This means that typical environmental litigation
involves an inadequately funded legal team representing local residents, com-
munities or NGOs in an attempt to prevent harm, pitted against the state
and/or very well-resourced corporations that stand to make a lot of money if
they prevail. Contingency fee arrangements for litigation don’t help, because
most environmental litigation is about preventing harm rather than winning
awards of large damages. Furthermore, unlike in the USA where many more

law firms take on public interest litigation, successful litigants only recover a
proportion of their costs and, consequently, are always out of pocket.

With non-contentious work, while there are many companies that need envi-
ronmental law advice because their businesses create environmental risks, far
fewer clients are asking for legal advice on how to protect or enhance ecosys-
tems.  Consequently, only a tiny minority of legal practitioners play any role in
resisting the destruction of the vital systems which support life and society.  

Looking ahead, it seems likely that, as the chickens of decades of reck-
less exploitation of Earth come home to roost (the current COVID-19 pan-
demic being one), we will see an increase in fiercely-contested litigation
(particularly concerning climate change). This may well produce important
victories but will almost certainly fail to transform society sufficiently to stop,
let alone reverse, the ecological destruction that makes the collapse of cur-
rent forms of civilisation probable. Consequently I think that it is more likely
than ever before that environmental law itself will be supplanted by ecologi-
cal approaches to law which seek to transform legal and governance systems
as a whole. (See, for example, the Earth Jurisprudence advocated by the
United Nations Harmony with Nature Programme (http://www.harmonywith-
natureun.org/) and the Ecological Law and Governance Association.) 

I hope to live to see the day when the best legal brains are devoted to de-
veloping innovative approaches to, and arguments for, protecting Earth rather
than justifying the continued erosion of our futures. From my perspective,
there is no greater or more urgent legal challenge today.•

Cullinan is a Director of Cullinan & Associates. 

DOES SECTION 34 OF NEMA APPLY TO ECA
TRANSGRESSIONS?
A T H I  J A R A  A N D  M A D O D A  K O T I

In the May 2019 and June 2019 editions of without prejudice, the authors of
this article wrote two articles, Private prosecution for environmental crimes
and Misconception on section 24G, pertaining to the Uzani Environmental Ad-
vocacy CC v BP Southern Africa (Pty) Ltd (CC82/2017) [2019] ZAGPPHC 86 (1
April 2019) case. In this high court case, Judge Spilg delivered a ground-
breaking judgment and held that Uzani Environmental Advocacy CC was enti-
tled to privately prosecute BP Southern Africa for transgression of the
provisions of the then Environmental Conservation Act (73 of 1989) (ECA)
which were repealed and replaced by the National Environmental Manage-
ment Act (107 of 1998) (NEMA).  Furthermore, the court held that Uzani had
proved beyond reasonable doubt that BP should be convicted of environmen-
tal crimes committed in terms of the ECA, even though BP successfully recti-
fied the illegal activities in terms of section 24G of NEMA. Since the writing of
these articles, there has been a significant development in this case.

On 14 May, Uzani successfully applied for an order to hold a post-convic-
tion enquiry under s34(3) of NEMA in order to enquire into the monetary

value of the advantage which BP might have gained from the offences it com-
mitted. Furthermore, BP was ordered to produce a statement, and provide
documents and detailed calculations covering all sales of petroleum prod-
ucts, and all income derived by it from each of the filling stations to which the
offences relate. 

The historical regulation of the listed activities 
Prior to the enactment of NEMA, listed activities requiring an environmental
authorisation were regulated by the ECA. In particular, s21(1) of the ECA gave
the responsible Minister the power to identify activities “which in his opinion
may have a substantial detrimental effect on the environment, whether in
general or in respect of certain areas.” This was done by way of Regulations
published in the Government Gazette, and in terms of Government Notice R.
1182 of 5 September 1997, in terms of which the Minister identified the con-
struction, erection or upgrading of storage structures for certain dangerous or
hazardous substances as an activity requiring authorisation for the purposes
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of the ECA. Section 22(1) prohibited a person from undertaking any of the
identified activities without first obtaining the necessary written authorisa-
tion. Finally, s29(4) of the ECA made the contravention of the provisions of
sections 21 and 22 an offence, imposing a fine not exceeding R100 000, or
imprisonment for a period not exceeding 10 years, or both, as well as a fine
not exceeding three times the commercial value of anything in respect of
which the offence was committed. 

The evolution of the regulation of the listed activities
NEMA came into effect on 29 January 1999 and it repealed and replaced
some sections of the ECA including sections 21 and 22.  However, the listed
activities which were promulgated in terms of the then ECA remained in force
until 2006 when the first list of activities were promulgated under NEMA. 

Section 24F of NEMA prohibits the undertaking of a listed activity without
an environmental authorisation. Conversely, s24G of NEMA allows any per-
son who has transgressed s24F to apply for rectification of the unlawful com-
mencement of the activity, subject to payment of a fine not exceeding R5
million. However, s24G(6) of NEMA states that neither an application nor its
being granted should be construed as protection from further prosecution.
The introduction of s24G of NEMA has created the misconception that if a
rectification application is granted then no further prosecution could be insti-
tuted against the applicants, and the authorities too have been under this
misconception.

Section 49A of NEMA read with s24F creates an offence for failure to ob-
tain an environmental authorisation for a listed activity, with a fine not exceed-
ing R10 million and/or imprisonment for a period not exceeding 10 years.

A transgression in terms of s49A constitutes a Schedule 3 offence in
terms of NEMA and for this reason, s34 potentially applies when convicting
an offender in such cases. In the Uzani case, the court ordered that a s34
enquiry into the BP case be held to enquire into and assess the monetary
value of any advantage gained by the transgression of the ECA.  However,

the contravention of s21 of the ECA is not listed as a Schedule 3 offence in
terms of current legislation. On this basis, BP argued that such an omission
should be interpreted to its benefit and that the least severe punishment or
penalty which had prevailed since the time the offence was committed
should be imposed for its transgressions. On the other hand, Uzani con-
tended that any transgression since the commencement of the NEMA
should be subject to a s34 enquiry. Following an extensive analysis of the
evolution of the environmental legal framework, the court ordered that a
s34 enquiry must be held.  

Implications of the court ruling
Over and above clarifying the misconception on s24G of NEMA, the court has
opened another floodgate, namely that a contravention of s22 of the ECA

constitutes a Schedule 3 offence in terms of NEMA and, therefore, s34 of
NEMA can potentially apply to such a transgression. An offender who uses a
s24G application route to rectify an unlawful activity pays an administrative
fine of up to R5 million and faces further prosecution, including criminal lia-
bility. In the context of this ruling, it is without a doubt that holders of s24G
authorisations (and future applicants) should be cautious as this ruling may
result in the heftiest fines ever in the prosecution of environmental law
crimes.

Submissions of s24G applications should be reviewed by an environmen-
tal legal specialist in order to adequately identify and assess the risks associ-
ated with such applications. Authorities should ask themselves what the real
intent of s24G was and whether it is fair to pay a fine of up to R5 million and
yet still potentially face the maximum penalties in terms of the law, even if the
rectification application has been granted. Alternatively, the authorities
should set out a proviso for prosecuting holders of s24G authorisations, and
consider whether or not the authorisation was obtained mala fide.•

Jara is a Director and Koti a Senior Associate with Gwina Attorneys.

Section 49A of NEMA read with s24F
creates an offence for failure to obtain
an environmental authorisation for a
listed activity and a fine not exceeding
R10 million and/or imprisonment for a
period not exceeding 10 years.

KotiJara 
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IMPACTS OF PLASTIC POLLUTION ON OUR 
MARINE ECONOMY AND ENVIRONMENT
S I Y A  M K H I Z E

South Africa’s marine environment extends along more than 3 000 km of
coastline and is rich in biodiversity, with over 10 000 recorded marine
plant and animal species. Hake, anchovy, tuna, snoek, rock lobster
and abalone are commercially exploited along our west coast, and
squid, line fish and a wide range of intertidal resources on our
east coast, providing an important food source and livelihood
for many coastal communities.
Our marine life also sup-
ports a number of recre-
ational and tourism
activities, including
recreational fishing,
aquaculture, scuba div-
ing, whale watching and shark-
diving. 

According to the South African government, the fisheries sector is esti-
mated to be worth R6 billion per annum, directly employing over 27 000 peo-
ple and contributing nearly 1% to our GDP. The marine sector and our oceans
are, however, facing a number of environmental threats, most notably from
the proliferation of single use plastics from mainly land-based sources, which
move through several rivers and streams and end up in our oceans.

According to the sixth Executive Director of the UN Environment Pro-
gramme, Erik Solheim, it is estimated that plastic accounts for well over 80%
of all ocean litter and that at the current rate of dumping, there will be more
plastic in our oceans than fish by 2050. In a 2015 study by Dr Jenna Jam-
beck of the University of Georgia, South Africa was ranked 11th in a list of 20
countries that generated the highest volumes of mis-
managed plastic waste which ends up in the ocean,
worse than Algeria and several other developing coun-
tries. 

Plastic waste poses a serious threat to marine
species such as fish, seals and turtles, which are often
entangled in the plastic or sometimes mistake the plas-
tic waste for food. These species eventually die from star-
vation since the plastics fill up their stomachs but cannot
be broken down by their digestive system. Some marine
species die from eating particles of contaminated plas-
tics. This has a negative impact on the sustainability of
the marine economy and the communities that depend
on fishing for their livelihood.

The COVID-19 pandemic has also contributed to an
increase in the number of single use plastic and other
items by households, businesses and medical facilities

in the form of gloves, masks, and other PPE material which form part
of contaminated waste that may pose a risk to marine life if not
properly managed and disposed of in an environmentally sound
manner. The World Economic Forum has recently reported an in-

crease in the amount of COVID related
waste flooding the oceans in several
European countries, such as France

and the United Kingdom.
While there have been no

major reports of COVID
waste along our
South African

coast lines, with the
easing of the lockdown

restrictions and more people being allowed to move freely
and travel between provinces, there is the potential for a similar surge.

Despite these threats to our marine life and economy, South Africa has
promulgated a number of domestic laws which are aimed at the protection
and conservation of our marine resources:

• The Marine Living Resources Act (18 of 1998) (MLRA) regulates the utili-
sation of marine living resources in South Africa through the manage-
ment and protection of marine species and enforcement against illegal
marine activities, including pollution.  

• The Marine Pollution (Control and Civil Liability) Act (6 of 1981) which pro-
vides for the protection of the marine environment from pollution by oil and
other harmful substances from ships, tankers and offshore installations.

Plastic waste poses a serious
threat to marine species such
as fish, seals and turtles,
which are often entangled in
the plastic or sometimes 
mistake the plastic waste for
food. 

Mkhize
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• The National Environmental Management: Integrated Coastal Manage-
ment Act (24 of 2008) (NEMICMA) was promulgated to establish a sys-
tem of integrated coastal and estuarine management in South Africa.
Together with the National Environmental Management Act (107 of
1998) (NEMA), NEMICMA plays an important role in protecting our ma-
rine life and their respective habitats by imposing a duty on all persons to
avoid causing adverse effects on the coastal environment;

• The National Environmental Management: Protected Areas Act (57 of
2003) is a key regulatory tool for providing protection and conservation of
ecologically viable areas representative of South Africa’s biological diver-
sity, in particular our marine environment. In the past 18 months alone,
over 20 marine protected areas were declared under this Act. This is criti-
cally important for the conservation of our marine species and managing
pollution in these areas;

• The National Environmental Management: Biodiversity Act (10 of 2004),
which makes provision for the identification and special protection of
threatened marine ecosystems and species and the control of marine
alien and invasive species;

• Our marine environment is also protected under the National Environ-
mental Management: Waste Act (59 of 2008). This is the principal waste
Act in South Africa and it creates an obligation for every person who gen-
erates, stores, collects, transports and manages waste to do so in an en-
vironmentally responsible manner. It also prohibits the littering of waste
on water resources, such as rivers and oceans, and encourages the recy-
cling of waste; and

• Local Coastal Management by-laws promulgated by municipalities whose
jurisdiction extends along the coastal lines. These by-laws make provision
for the management of marine life and prohibition of pollution on the
oceans.

In addition to these laws, and in an effort to encourage the recycling of
plastics, on 7 August, the Minister of Forestry, Fisheries and Environment
published her intention to amend the Plastic Carrier Bags and Plastic Flat
Bags Regulations which fall under the Environment Conservation Act (73 of
1989), by introducing a proposed phased approach for plastic carrier bags
and plastic flat bags to be made from a minimum of 50% post-consumer re-
cyclate from 1 January 2023 and, from 1 January 2027 to be made from
100% post-consumer recyclate. Post-consumer recyclates are materials gen-
erated by households or by commercial, industrial and institutional facilities
in their role as end-users of the product which can no longer be used for its
intended purpose. Amendments to this legislation will hopefully encourage
the increased recycling of plastic materials and reduce the number of plas-
tics which end up in our oceans.

Government’s initiative to unlock the ocean economy, known as Operation
Phakisa, has estimated that South Africa’s ocean economy could generate
an estimated GDP contribution of R129 to R177 billion by 2033, and create
over 600 000 jobs. However, the threat of plastic pollution, including single
use items that are dumped in our oceans and rivers, could derail these eco-
nomic ambitions. 

According to Plastics SA, there are many beneficial uses of plastic, which
include reducing other forms of waste, and the issue of plastic pollution – in
particular, single use plastics that land up in our rivers and oceans through il-
legal dumping – is a behavioural issue that needs to be addressed by every
citizen and our communities, including businesses.

While South Africa has developed a number of laws to protect our marine
environment, the lack of community educational programmes on the impacts
of plastic pollution, compounded by the lack of adequately resourced environ-
mental management inspectors, contributes to the rising tide of marine pollu-
tion. That said, there are several initiatives that interested citizens can
participate in to reduce the levels of marine pollution, such as taking part in
local beach clean-up projects and other initiatives such as the Litterboom
Project which uses a large pipe to trap all surface level plastics along several
tributaries that lead to the ocean. These and other initiatives require the sup-
port and participation of ordinary citizens to reduce the impacts of plastic
pollution on our marine economy and environment.•

Mkhize is a Partner, Environmental, Health, Safety and Clean Energy Law

Department with Shepstone & Wylie.

Consultant
Cape Town, Western Cape

Are you an energetic, entrepreneurial attorney
(preferably with your own clients) who would like to
be part of a well-established specialist law firm and

take home most of what you bill? 

Cullinans is a specialist environmental and green business law
firm based in Cape Town that has been in practice for 23 years.
We value excellence, ethics and innovation. We are looking for
lawyers who offer legal services that are compatible with the
firm’s core expertise (see www.cullinans.co.za), can work 
independently, and would like to become part of the firm’s

management team. We are particularly interested in lawyers with
experience/ expertise relevant to business start-ups, renewable
energy, food, public procurement and cannabis enterprises but
are open to considering other ideas compatible with our brand.

Please email CV and covering letter to
info@greencounsel.co.za
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THE WAKE EFFECT
A L I S T A I R  Y O U N G  A N D  N I C O L E  K R U G E R

With rolling blackouts and load shedding schedules becoming a permanent
feature in the lives of South Africans, it is clear that we are in dire need of a
substantial increase in energy generated from sources other than coal. One
such alternative source is that of wind energy. The harnessing of the wind’s
energy to generate electricity is a relatively new form of power generation in
South Africa. Currently there are approximately 24 separate wind energy facil-
ities, which have a total of 2 078MW of wind generation. 

According to the Integrated Resource Plan of 2019 (the IRP), the Depart-
ment of Mineral Resources and Energy (DMRE) needs to identify and approve
wind energy facilities capable of generating an additional 14 400MW of wind
power by 2030. It is estimated that, without taking into consideration further

advancements in turbine technology, at least 5 000 new wind turbines of
2,5MW each will have to be installed throughout South Africa to meet the
IRP’s current 2030 target for total installed wind generation capacity.

To assist relevant stakeholders with the process of identifying, approving
and ultimately generating the required additional wind power, there have
been various legislative developments within the renewable energy sphere in
recent years. Notably, eight Renewable Energy Development Zones (REDZs),
optimal areas for the development of wind and solar energy facilities, were
identified by the Department of Environment, Forestry and Fisheries (DEFF)
on 16 February 2018. These zones represent the areas in South Africa that
are currently most suitable for the development of large-scale wind and solar
energy projects based on their proximity to existing electricity transmission
and distribution infrastructure, and the availability of optimal renewable en-
ergy in the form of wind and sunlight. The added benefit associated with the
declaration of the REDZs is the significantly truncated time periods for the
mandatory basic assessment environmental authorisation application

process within the REDZs. More recently, the Minister of Forestry, Fisheries
and the Environment (Minister Creecy) published a number of draft notices
for public comment that are aimed at easing this process even further. For in-
stance, it is clear from a draft notice published on 17 July that Minister
Creecy intends to establish three additional REDZs in Emalahleni, Klerksdorp
and Beaufort West. 

The establishment of the REDZs is, in principle, to be welcomed. However,
the anticipated proliferation of wind energy facilities and associated turbines
within the REDZs, and in other suitable wind rich regions of South Africa to
satisfy the IRP targets, could have unintended consequences. These conse-
quences are commonly referred to as wake effect and turbine turbulence, and

can occur when wind energy facilities are located in close proximity to one an-
other. Both wake effect and turbine turbulence can occur when a new wind
energy facility is established upwind of an existing wind energy facility. Wake
effect is the phenomenon that can occur when the new upwind wind energy
facility is first in line in receiving and capturing the available wind resource,
thereby possibly reducing the quantity of wind available to the downwind facil-
ity and, concomitantly, the energy production capabilities of such a facility. The
new upwind facility may also have an impact on the quality of the remaining
wind available to the downwind facility to the extent that, as the wind passes
through the turbine rotors of the upwind facility, the flow of the remaining wind
becomes more turbulent. The more turbulent wind may result in mechanical
wear and tear and, therefore, increased maintenance on the turbines of the
downwind facility. The result may be possible additional downtime and may
even result in a decrease in the expected longevity of the turbines. 

The legal issues and consequences associated with wake effect and tur-
bine turbulence have been the subject of legal action in various international

To assist all relevant stakeholders with the
process of identifying, approving and, 
ultimately, generating the required 
additional wind power, there have been
various legislative developments within
the renewable energy sphere in recent
years. 

KrugerYoung 
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jurisdictions which have long-established renewable energy programmes.
While the impacts of wake effects and turbine turbulence have not yet been
the subject matter of judicial consideration in the country, and despite the
relatively limited number of wind energy facilities in the country, they are now
being raised by the owners of downwind energy facilities in their legal opposi-
tion to the granting of environmental authorisations for the development of
proposed new nearby and upwind facilities. 

In 2018, South Africa Mainstream Renewable Power Developments (Pty)
Ltd (Mainstream) lodged appeals with the DEFF against its granting of envi-
ronmental authorisations for the proposed development of the 390MW San
Kraal and the 275MW Phezukomoya wind energy facilities. In Mainstream’s
opinion, the proposed wind energy facilities were going to be located upwind
of their existing Noupoort wind energy facility. Although the wake effect im-
pacts on the Noupoort facility had been assessed, former Minister
Mokonyane reasoned, when dismissing the appeals, that “wake impacts
have no environmentally associated impacts” that would affect Mainstream
and therefore she had no legal mandate to determine the influence of the
wake effect impacts the two proposed projects would have on the existing
Noupoort facility. 

In 2019, Grassridge Wind Power (Pty) Ltd (Grassridge) lodged an appeal
against the decision by the DEFF to grant Bayview Wind Power (Pty) Ltd
(Bayview) an environmental authorisation to develop a proposed 140MW
wind energy facility. Grassridge argued that during its environmental authori-
sation application process, Bayview failed to assess the wake effect impact
the proposed wind energy facility would have on its existing downwind facility
and that a wake effect impact assessment report should have been under-
taken. In support of this view, Grassridge referred to the Constitutional Court
case of Fuel Retailers Association of Southern Africa v Director-General: Envi-
ronmental Management, Department of Agriculture, Conservation and Envi-
ronment, Mpumalanga Province and Others CCT 67/06 [2007] ZACC 13. In
casu, it was held that socio-economic
factors can have an impact on the envi-

ronment and economic factors are, therefore, a relevant consideration in the
sustainability enquiry by the competent authority. In response, Bayview sub-
mitted that the impacts associated with wake effect are not an environmen-
tal issue, but rather a techno-commercial issue and that Grassridge’s
concerns are of a profitability and commercial nature. Minister Creecy agreed
with the arguments advanced by Grassridge and confirmed that wake effect
impacts are, where relevant, required to be assessed. Consequently, Minister
Creecy set aside the environmental authorisation and directed Bayview to ob-
tain an independent wake assessment, conduct public participation in rela-
tion thereto and submit all information to the DEFF for its further
consideration.

Most recently, in February, Aurora Wind Power (RF) (Pty) Ltd (Aurora)
lodged an appeal against the DEFF’s decision to grant an environmental au-
thorisation to Vredenburg Wind Power (Pty) Ltd (Vredenburg) for the develop-
ment of the proposed 140MW Boulders wind energy facility near Vredenburg.
Aurora advanced similar arguments raised by Grassridge in its appeal. Aurora
argued that the location of the proposed Boulders wind energy facility would
have a wake effect impact on its existing West Coast 1 wind energy facility
and that a wake effect impact assessment should have been undertaken.
While Vredenburg did respond to the appeal, a decision by Minister Creecy on
the appeal is pending. 

With the DMRE committed to meeting the wind energy targets provided
for in the IRP, the declaration by the DEFF of the REDZs in 2018, and the re-
cent identification of possible additional REDZs, it is likely that appeals relat-
ing to wake effect and turbine turbulence impacts will become increasingly
common. Considering that in the Grassridge appeal, the DEFF confirmed that
wake effect assessments must, where applicable, be undertaken for pro-
posed new wind energy facilities, it is recommended that the DEFF should go
a step further to prevent frivolous and vexatious appeals against environmen-
tal authorisations by defining or adopting development setbacks for the wind
energy sector. The purpose of such setbacks would be to prescribe an ac-
ceptable minimum distance needed to be maintained between existing wind

energy facilities and proposed new facilities. It is further
recommended that the DEFF must include such develop-
ment setbacks in the National Web Based Environmental
Screening Tool, which would allow applicants for environ-
mental authorisations to identify any no-go areas for their
proposed wind energy facilities in advance. Moreover, the
EIA Guideline for Renewable Energy Projects published
on 16 October 2015 should be amended to include wake
effect and turbine turbulence on the Table of identified
potential environmental impacts of wind energy projects.
These recommendations would go a long way to prevent
unnecessary, costly and time-consuming appeals and
would provide greater assurance to potential developers
and investors in the South African wind energy sector. •

Young is a Senior Associate and Kruger a Candidate At-

torney at Warburton.
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IWUL OR WUL – THAT IS THE QUESTION
N I C O L E  L I M B E R I S - R I T C H I E  A N D  E M L Y N  P I L L A Y  

In terms of the one environmental system (OES), the respective Ministers re-
sponsible for Environmental Affairs, Mineral Resources and Water Affairs
agreed that the Minister responsible for Mineral Resources would issue envi-
ronmental authorisations and waste management licences in terms of the
National Environmental Management Act, 1998 (NEMA) and the National En-
vironmental Management: Waste Act, 2008, respectively, for mining and re-
lated activities, and that the Minister responsible for Environmental Affairs
would be the appeal authority for these authorisations.

The Ministers further agreed to synchronise the process for the issuing of

permits, licences and authorisations within a 300-day period, and in the
event that a decision to issue, or refuse, a license is appealed, a streamlined
90-day period was agreed upon in which to finalise the appeal process.

As a result of the OES, s41(5) of the National Water Act, 1998 (NWA) was
inserted to give effect to the agreement to streamline the application process
in respect of WUL applications with the process of related applications for
mineral rights and environmental authorisations. 

The section contemplates an integrated application process where the
timeframes and processes for the consideration of an application for a WUL
have been aligned and integrated with either an application for a mineral
right in terms of the Mineral and Petroleum Resources Development Act,
2002 (MPRDA), or an application for environmental authorisation in terms of
NEMA. 

Where the application for an integrated water use licence (IWUL) is linked
to an application in terms of the MPRDA, the applicant is required, in terms of
regulation 4 of the Water Use Licence Application and Appeals Regulations,
2017 (the Regulations), to submit written proof of acceptance of an applica-
tion for a permit or right issued by the Department of Mineral Resources and

Energy (DMRE), within a period of five days from the date of issuance of the
letter (Acceptance). By the use of the peremptory words must and shall in the
regulation, the responsible authority is directed only to consider the applica-
tion as integrated, where the requirement to submit the Acceptance has
been met. 

Turning to the integration of water use licences with environmental autho-
risations, the Water Tribunal recently indicated in the matter of the Trustees
for the time being of the groundWork Trust v the Acting Director General: De-
partment of Water and Sanitation and ACWA Power, Khanyisa Thermal Power

Station (Pty) Limited (Khanyisa Decision) that, to be integrated, an applicant is
required to demonstrate through the submission of relevant documents that
the two processes are procedurally integrated. 

It appears from the Khanyisa Decision that the second respondent, ACWA
Power, Khanyisa Thermal Power Station (Pty) Limited (ACWA), argued that the
licence granted to it was an IWUL and not a WUL and that, accordingly, the
appeal process that should have been followed was an appeal to the Minister
and not the Tribunal. Given that the Tribunal found that the licence issued
was a WUL and not an IWUL, the Khanyisa Decision fails to provide any clarity
on the appeal process in respect of the two discreet licences. Let’s consider
this below. 

Section 41(6) of the NWA provides that, notwithstanding the provisions of
section 148 of the NWA which provides for appeals to the Tribunal, an appli-
cant for an IWUL may lodge an appeal to the Minister of Human Settlements,
Water and Sanitation, instead of the Tribunal. By specifically referring to an
‘applicant’, the section appears to exclude an interested and affected party
(I&AP) from this election and, as such, an I&AP may only appeal to the Tribu-
nal. Can this be correct? 

In order properly to give effect to the OES,
perhaps it would be best, in instances
where the decision is in respect of an
IWUL, to insist that all appeals lie to the
minister. This would ensure that the 
various processes, including appeals, 
are properly streamlined.   

Pillay Limberis-Ritchie 
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It is trite that I&APs may participate in the original decision making
process that results in a decision either to grant or to refuse an IWUL, and
where I&APs are afforded rights to participate in decisions affecting the envi-
ronment, environmental legislation affords a corresponding right to bring in-
ternal appeals. The issue here is not that an I&AP is being excluded from the
right to bring an internal appeal, but only from an election as to which appeal
route to follow.

An internal appeal generally represents a speedy and cost-effective way to
protect relevant constitutional rights. Indeed, the Constitutional Court in Koy-
abe v Minister for Home Affairs 2010 (4) SA 327 (CC) explained the impor-
tance of internal remedies: “Internal remedies are designed to provide
immediate and cost-effective relief, giving the executive the opportunity to
utilise its own mechanisms, rectifying irregularities first, before aggrieved par-
ties resort to litigation. Although courts play a vital role in providing litigants
with access to justice, the importance of more readily available and cost-ef-
fective internal remedies cannot be gainsaid.”

The first issue here lies in the cost effectiveness of the Tribunal, which is
debatable. Although the process is somewhat fluid, proceedings before the
Tribunal are often akin to a court trial where each party is represented (often
by an attorney and counsel), and witnesses are called. It is evident that huge
costs are, therefore, expended in the process with no legislated cost recovery
mechanism, meaning that the successful party is unable to claim any costs

from the unsuccessful party as in court proceedings. In addition, the process
is far lengthier than an appeal to the minister, which is subject to set time-
frames. Appeals to the Tribunal are often delayed due to the scarcity of hear-
ing dates and, once heard, the Tribunal can take up to seven months to
deliver judgment, as was the case with the Khanyisa judgment. 

Against this background, it is arguable that the exclusion of I&APs from
the election to appeal to the Minister is unconstitutional, and falls to be set
aside for failing to protect, among others, the Constitutional right to just ad-
ministrative action and the right of access to independent and impartial tri-
bunals and forums for the resolution of disputes. 

Indeed, an applicant may also be prejudiced by the inability of an I&AP to
elect an appeal to the minister, particularly where the minister has not up-
lifted the automatic suspension of the IWUL as a result of the appeal, and
the process is further delayed through the mandatory use of this appeal av-
enue. 

In order properly to give effect to the OES, perhaps it would be best, in in-
stances where the decision is in respect of an IWUL, to insist that all appeals
lie to the minister. This would ensure that the various processes, including
appeals, are properly streamlined. •

Limberis-Ritchie is a Senior Associate and Pillay an Associate Designate

with Nupen Staude De Vries.
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African Union publishes COVID-19
vaccine strategy 
A N D R É  J  M A R É

Considerations
The ministers considered the fol-
lowing factors, among others, when
devising the strategy:

Africa has a fragile health infra-
structure, is experiencing rapid
population growth and already
suffers from endemic diseases
such as HIV, tuberculosis and
malaria.
In January 2017 the Africa
Centres for Disease Control and
Prevention (Africa CDC) was
created following an Ebola virus
outbreak.
COVID-19 is spreading quickly
throughout Africa, having infected more than 
350 000 people and resulting in over 9 000 fatalities.
The pandemic poses serious social, economic and security threats to
both Africa and Agenda 2063 – the AU’s strategic framework for
Africa’s socio-economic transformation over the next 50 years.

Preliminary acknowledgements
Before setting out the strategy, the ministers made the following prelimi-
nary acknowledgments:

An effective COVID-19 vaccine must be identified and scaled up to
slow the spread of the disease, protect vulnerable populations and ulti-
mately return African societies and economies to normal while safe-
guarding Africa’s broader global development agenda.
In the past, intellectual property – including patents, trade secrets and
other technological know-how – created barriers to the timely intro-
duction of affordable vaccines in developing countries.
There is an urgent need for countries to make full use of legal and policy
measures, including flexibilities enshrined in the Agreement on Trade-

Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) and the Doha
Declaration, to ensure that monopolies do not stand in the way of
access to COVID-19 vaccines.

Vaccine strategy: a two-pronged approach
Securing sufficient vaccine supplies
This aspect entails:

advocating for Africa to receive a sufficient global allocation of any
future vaccine. This includes a partnership with the COVAX facility
as part of the Access to COVID-19 Tools (ACT) Accelerator initia-
tive and additional support from partner and regional bodies;
calling for an equitable and timely distribution of a vaccine in Africa,
both across and within countries, and seeking to ensure equity of dis-
tribution regarding gender and socio-economic status;
calling on the AU Commission, donors and partners to provide the
necessary financial resources to support Africa’s efforts to secure the
necessary vaccine supply;
calling on AU member states to raise domestic resources to support the
efforts to secure vaccine supplies for the continent; and
calling on all countries to remove obstacles, including the use of flexi-
bilities provided in the TRIPS Agreement, in line with the recom-
mendations of the 73rd World Health Assembly resolution on the
COVID-19 response. This is to ensure that all relevant technologies,
IP data and know-how are immediately made available and rapidly
scaled up.

Removing barriers to vaccine roll-out
This aspect is also multi-faceted and involves:

developing a continent-wide clinical trial network to better connect
organisations that are supporting efforts to test potential vaccine can-
didates. This network should be responsible for sharing information,
resources and knowledge, with a view to increasing the data on vac-
cine efficiency and safety for the African population;
enabling an effective regulatory control structure, including imple-
menting indemnification for vaccine manufacturers, fast-tracked regu-
latory approvals at a country level and a robust infrastructure for ongo-
ing monitoring of vaccine efficacy and safety;
ensuring that the vaccine can be effectively delivered to target popula-
tions by strengthening distribution and supply chain networks in
African countries and deploying innovative delivery models to reach
the people in need;
driving a set of community efforts across the continent to better
inform key opinion leaders and the general public on the need for

The African Union (AU) recently published a
COVID-19 vaccine strategy. The strategy was
announced in a communiqué issued by the AU

ministers of health and heads of delegation following a
virtual conference on 24 and 25 June.

Maré
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and benefit of the vaccine. This is intended, among other things,
to minimise the dissemination of inaccurate public health infor-
mation;
partnering and collaborating with relevant global stakeholders to
enable technology transfer to ramp up domestic vaccine production
capacity, thereby allowing Africa to better control its supply of the
vaccine over time; and
requesting that the AU Commission and Africa CDC follow up the
implementation of vaccine development and access. In turn, they
must report to the AU heads of state and government regularly and
seek collaboration with UN agencies and other partners.

Comment
Africa is facing a crisis that calls for a continent-wide response. It is
encouraging that a consolidated approach is being followed, including
utilising the IP exemptions allowed under the TRIPS Agreement.

Access to medicine in Africa is a recurring concern and it may be oppor-
tune to use the response to the COVID-19 pandemic as a blueprint to secure
future access to pharmaceuticals – includ-
ing vaccines – for Africans. �

Maré is a Director, Intellectual
Property practice, ENSafrica.

UKIPO puts a cork in it
M E R L E N E  E N G E L B R E C H T

A case in point is the UK Intellectual Property Office’s (UKIPO) recent deci-
sion to refuse French company Les Grands Chais de France’s (LGCF) appli-
cation for registration for the trade mark “Nosecco” for non-alcoholic wines. 

The UKIPO held that the name Nosecco would evoke an image of
the increasingly popular geographical indication (GI) Prosecco in con-
sumers’ minds. As a Protected Designation of Origin (PDO) in Europe,
the GI Prosecco may only be used for sparkling wines that meet specific
requirements. 

Protected designations of origin 
GIs protect the name of a product
that comes from a specific region,
follows a particular traditional pro-
duction process, and may have a
certain quality, reputation or other
characteristics that are essentially
due to its geographical origin.  

In this regard, the European sys-
tem of Protected Designation of
Origin (PDO) protects the name of
an agricultural product, like food or
wine, as ‘geographical indications’ –
provided that every part of produc-
tion, processing and preparation

takes place in that region. 
For wines, the grapes must come exclusively from the geographical

area where the wine is made and, in the case of the well-known PDO
Prosecco, all production must happen in the Italian town of Prosecco.
Champagne, Kalamata olives and Prosciutto di Parma (ham) are further
examples of well-known registered PDOs.

The consumer’s impression
Would the Nosecco mark be confused with, associated with or evoke the
Prosecco PDO in the minds of consumers? Considering that the names
are visually and aurally almost identical, and that wine and non-alcoholic
beverages may be similar from a trade mark perspective, this is likely. 

Prosecco is a well-known GI (first recorded in a historical document as
far back as 1381) and a consumer who encounters the Nosecco mark may
think that it is comparable or associated with Prosecco. Nosecco is likely
to evoke the impression in a consumer’s mind that it is an alcohol-free
version of Prosecco, originating from the same source, and/or that it com-
plies with the requirements relating to this PDO. 

In its arguments, LGCF claimed that the inspiration for “Nosecco”
came from the combination of “no” as a negative and “secco” meaning
dry, and that “Nosecco” is a play on words, showing that the goods are
“not dry”. But the “inspiration” of the trade mark applicant or beverage
producer – a secondary meaning in this case – is not the most important
consideration when determining the likelihood of confusion.

A PDO vs a trade mark
A trade mark must be distinctive. It is generally not capable of distin-
guishing if it consists exclusively of a name that describes the geographi-
cal origin of the goods, whereas a PDO can do just that: describe the geo-
graphical area in which a specific product is made. 

The focus of the protection granted to PDOs is to protect the tradi-
tional quality and reputation of the PDO; the legitimate interests of pro-
ducers; and a fair return for farmers and producers for the qualities of a
given product in a specific geographical area.

According to Herman Melville, American writer of
the classic novel Moby Dick, “It is better to fail
in originality than to succeed in imitation”.

Melville’s words ring true today, especially for trade mark
owners who appreciate that, in the world of intellectual
property, imitation is not the sincerest form of flattery. 

Engelbrecht
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In contrast, while trade marks also function as a badge of origin, they are
aimed at distinguishing the goods or services of the trade mark owner from
similar goods or services and generally do not indicate geographical origin. 

Trade mark infringement generally occurs where there is a likelihood of
confusion between two trade marks. When comparing trade marks, the ‘like-
lihood of confusion test’ takes into account the visual, aural or conceptual
similarity of the marks in question, based on the overall impression given by
the marks, and their distinctive and dominant components. A PDO, on the
other hand, can be evoked even where there is no likelihood of confusion.

This is, to some extent, similar to the protection granted to well-known
registered trade marks in South Africa (under the Trade Marks Act). The
use or registration of a mark that is identical or similar to a well-known
trade mark is prohibited if such use would be likely to take unfair advantage
of, or be detrimental to, the distinctive character or repute of the registered
trade mark – notwithstanding the absence of deception or confusion.

South Africa’s commitments
In 2016, the European Union (EU) signed an Economic Partnership
Agreement (EPA) with the Southern African Development Community
(SADC), comprising Botswana, Lesotho, Mozambique, Namibia, South
Africa and Swaziland. The EPA includes a bilateral protocol between the
EU and South Africa on the protection of GIs and trade in wines and spirits. 

According to the EPA protocol, the EU will protect South African
names such as Rooibos, Honeybush, Karoo Meat of Origin and numerous
geographical names associated with the wine industry against, among
other things, any direct or indirect commercial use of a protected name;
and any misuse, imitation or evocation, including use in connection with
an indication of the true origin of the product in question. In return,
South Africa undertook to protect more than 250 EU GIs spread over
food, wines and spirits, for example, Champagne from France, and
Gorgonzola cheese from Italy.

In this regard, specific protection for various European GIs, including
the name Champagne, has also been brought about in South Africa by a
notice in terms of the Liquor Products Act, which prohibits the unlawful
use of various GIs of the European Union in connection with the sale of
liquor products in South Africa. 

In order for a GI to be lawfully used in connection with a liquor prod-
uct, the liquor product should originate from the particular country indi-
cated in the prohibition. 

The prohibition not only covers any direct or indirect commercial use
of such a GI in so far as such use exploits the reputation of that GI, but
also includes any misuse, imitation or evocation of such a GI, including
use in conjunction with an indication of the true origin of the liquor prod-
uct in question, use in translation, transcription or transliteration, and use
together with words such as “kind”, “type”, “style”, “imitation”, “method”,
or similar words or expressions. The prohibition further extends to any
other false or misleading indication as to the provenance, origin, nature or
essential qualities of that liquor product and any other practice liable to
mislead the consumer as to the true origin of that liquor product.

Important considerations for producers
Food and drink producers should be aware of PDOs when naming and
marketing their products. As we have seen in this case, even if there is no
likelihood of confusion, a product name must steer clear of evoking the
PDO in the mind of the consumer. 

However commercially enticing it may seem to leverage the reputa-
tion of various GIs (or any other well-known trade mark, for that matter),
it is preferable not to misuse, imitate or evoke these marks, but to come
up with an original distinctive mark instead. 

LGFC is currently appealing the tribunal’s decision in the high court.�

Engelbrecht is an Associate with Spoor & Fisher. 

Trademarks – good for a smile
H A N S  M U H L B E R G

Pubes
‘We do not think pubic hair is shameful, though we admit it may not go well
with beer.’ 

That’s a statement that will surely have you scratching your… well
head. The statement was made by a spokesman of a Canadian brewery
called Hell’s Basement. The brewery managed to get itself into the news
recently by adopting Huruhuru as a brand name for one of its beers. This
got people in New Zealand into a bit of a froth because Huruhuru is the
Maori word for pubic hair – although the brewer did know that Huruhuru
was a Maori word, it mistakenly believed that it meant feather. An easy
mistake to make I suppose! 

Trademark selection is an issue that requires serious attention. Obviously
you want a name that will distinguish your product from the competition.

What I like about IP is that it can be fun, and
there probably aren’t too many areas of law
where you can say that – tax, construction,

employment… surely not! I’m not suggesting that all
areas of IP are fun of course – patents, industrial
designs, copyright, these are real permafrown areas of
law – but trademarks manage to introduce some
humour from time to time. Not laugh-your-head-off
humour you understand, just gentle-smile humour. As
these three recent trademark stories hopefully illustrate.
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You want a name that won’t
infringe third party rights and
land you in court. It’s always
worth bearing in mind
that if you do choose a
foreign word you may
possibly be accused of
that very “now”
thing, cultural
appropriation.
And you’ll gener-
ally want a name that
doesn’t offend people,
although the good news is
that registration of outra-
geous marks does seem to
be getting easier 

You want exam-
ples? Well, in the
USA a band called The Slants managed to get its name registered as a trade
mark courtesy of the Supreme Court. This was followed by the registration
of the word Fuct. A few years earlier the word Ficken was registered in
Germany (yes indeed, ficken means just what you think it means).  

Perhaps the most important message to take from this story is this – if you
meet some monster rugby-playing New Zealander in a bar and, after a few
beers, you think it’s time to move on to nicknames, perhaps not Huruhuru! 

Monsieur Arris
The good people of Harris Tweed are pretty protective of their trade
mark, seemingly following the lead of their very sharp counterparts at
Scotch Whisky. In a recent case, the Harris lot opposed an EU trademark

application for the mark Arris.  So
is Arris confusingly similar to
Harris?

It’s an interesting one. On the
one hand there is a lot of overlap   –
a full five letters. But the first letters
differ and the first letter is generally
considered important. But it was
the European dimension that swung
this case in favour of the Scots. 

As the tribunal said, there are a
lot of people in Europe who think
the letter H is good for just one
thing, and that is dropping. Many a
European would, on meeting a man
called Harris, say Enchante, Monsieur
‘Arris. Or indeed, Hola Señor ‘Arris.

So clearly the trademarks Harris and Arris are confusément similaire.
Scotland’s Daily Record newspaper certainly approved of the tribunal’s deci-

sion, describing the party seeking to register Arris as a ‘Chinese copycat firm.’ A
sentiment that the occasional Scot, Donald Trump, would no doubt share!

It’s difficult to fault the tribunal’s reasoning. Although I think it could
have reached the same result by focussing on things far closer to home –

if you’re wondering where  Harris Tweed calls home, it’s the
Outer Hebrides, a place where there isn’t much to do other
than weave cloth and watch puffins. There are plenty of

places south of the Scottish border where Harry is Arry and
Harris is ‘Arris. And how would your average English Harris feel about

an upstart called ‘Arris? I can tell you … he wouldn’t be ‘aving it!

In the age of Apple, is all other fruit off the menu?
In an action that has generated considerable attention, Apple has
opposed a US trade mark application to register a pear logo’ an applica-
tion filed by a tiny company that wants registration for meal-planning
services for people who want to eat healthy food. Predictably there has
been plenty of comment, little of it flattering. You do have to wonder, is
Apple really seeking a monopoly on all fruits? Is it going bananas?

If legal practice is getting you down, why not incorporate some trade-
mark work, it may just lighten the load! ◆

Muhlberg, is an SA, UK and EU qualified IP lawyer. He presently
finds himself in Europe, offering consulting and content writing services
to various law firms: muhlbergip@gmail.com.

It will come as no surprise that the founder of the Canadian brewery
said the Huruhuru pale ale would now be rebranded – Ed

Muhlberg
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Practical review of South African National
Phase Patent Application-to-Grant timeframe
D A W I D  P R O Z E S K Y

These provisions create a depository system in South Africa. With this
comes certain advantages to the applicant, the most important being that
timeframes are clear and comparatively short. This holds true for all
South African national phase patent applications.

In terms of the Act, once an applicant in a national phase patent
application has adhered to all the formal requirements to commence the

national phase at the South
African Patent Office, the applica-
tion must be accepted within 12
months. Thereafter, three months is
afforded in which to publish accept-
ance with the date of this publica-
tion being the date of grant.

Two notable exceptions to this
timeframe include where the delay
is not due to an act or an omission
by the applicant, or where an appli-
cant formally requests an extension
of time. A request for an extension
is common practice among South
African firms in national phase
patent applications and, in most
cases, the delay is automatically

requested by the patent attorney unless expressly directed otherwise by
the applicant. The reason for this is that a delay allows for the considera-
tion of the outcome of substantive examination in foreign jurisdictions
before the corresponding South African application is accepted. After the
acceptance, the scope of allowable amendments to the application is sub-
stantially narrowed in terms of the Act.

This practice, in combination with the notable exclusions, makes it
difficult to understand just how quickly South African national phase
applications can be processed and accepted by the Registrar once the for-
mal requirements are met. However, considering the national phase appli-
cations filed per year at the South African Patent Office between 1
January 2010 and 31 December 2018, and evaluating the time it took for
those to be granted, a clear indication of the practical side of national
phase patent applications in South Africa emerges.

Table 1 shows relevant time (in days) data for national phase patent
applications filed at the South African Patent Office between 1 January
2010 and 31 December 2018. Eight out of the nine years in question has
an average time to grant of greater than 15 months (which is approxi-
mately 456 days), which may indicate how extensive the extension prac-
tice has become in South Africa.

Table 1: South African National Phase Patent Application-to-
Grant Timeframe Data

However, the interesting insight lies within the fastest time to grant, or
the least number of days taken to grant, recorded for any national phase
patent application filed in each year, as well as the mode, or most fre-
quently experienced number of days to grant, for each year. 

For each year, except in 2017, there were national phase patent applica-
tions which proceeded to grant within 100 days of filing. Furthermore, even
with the widespread extension practice, the most frequently experienced
number of days from application to grant remains around the 15-month dead-
line and, for certain years, is below 15 months. The following figure shows a
histogram of the number of days from application to grant for national phase
patent applications filed between 1 January 2010 and 31 December 2018, and
may provide a more accurate understanding in this regard.

It seems that a small percentage of national phase patent applications
have proceeded to grant in under 200 days from filing. However, it is
noticeable that by targeted early adherence to the formalities, combined
with a request of expedited acceptance, a comparatively and staggeringly
short period of time between filing the application and grant thereof can
be sought by the applicant.

It is clear that a large percentage of national phase patent applications
proceed to grant within the 15-month prescribed period, and the domi-

In terms of the South African Patents Act, the
Registrar is directed to examine every application
for a patent and every complete specification

accompanying the application, or lodged at the South
African Patent Office in pursuance of the application, in
the prescribed manner to ensure that it complies with
the requirements of the Act. The important qualification is
that the examination should be done in the prescribed
manner. For an understanding of this qualification, the
South African Patent Regulations state that the examina-
tion is limited to whether an application complies with
the prescribed formalities.

Prozesky
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nant majority of applications are granted well before the expiry of two
years from the date of filing the application.

If the above is viewed in light of the fact that, as per the Act, all grant-
ed South African patents are deemed to be valid until proven otherwise
on a balance of probabilities in a competent court, it is clear that South
Africa offers a unique environment for patentees. �

Prozesky is an Associate, Patent Department, KISCH IP.

Southern Sun squares off against 
Namibian brand offender
K A R E E M A  S H A I K  A N D  D A L E  H E A L Y

The First Applicant, Southern Sun Africa, a Mauritian
company, is the proprietor of trade mark registrations for
the SUN SQUARE logo trade mark in South Africa.
The Second Applicant, Southern Sun Hotel Interests
(Pty) Limited, owns the copyright in the SUN
SQUARE logo, as an original artistic work. For many
years, the SUN SQUARE logo has been used in South Africa, under licence
from the First Applicant, in relation to hospitality services.

In mid-2015, the Applicants became aware that the Respondent, Sun
Square Hotel (Pty) Limited, was operating a hotel in neighbouring
Namibia, under the name SUN SQUARE, using an identical logo on its
hotel signage, branding and guest amenities. 

The First Applicant sought to restrain the
Respondent’s unauthorised use of the SUN
SQUARE word and logo marks, while the Second
Applicant alleged that the Respondent had

infringed the copyright in the SUN SQUARE logo.
The First Applicant did not operate a SUN SQUARE hotel in Namibia,

but argued that it had established a reputation in Namibia through cross-bor-
der trade and spill-over advertising. The evidence included documented
examples of use of the mark in South
Africa and a guest list indicating that
some 2 000 Namibian citizens had
stayed at the First Applicant’s hotels in
South Africa. The Second Applicant
also successfully established its copy-
right in the SUN SQUARE logo.

The high court found that the
Respondent’s unauthorised use of the
SUN SQUARE word and logo marks
amounted to passing-off which, the
court stated, resulted, or was calculated
to result, “in the improper filching of
the First Applicant’s trade mark, an
improper infringement of its goodwill
and may cause injury to the First
Applicant’s trade reputation”.

The high court consequently
granted the interdict restraining the
Respondent from passing itself off as
the First Applicant. An interdict for
copyright infringement was also 
granted and the Second Applicant
was awarded an enquiry into reason-
able royalties and additional damages.

The Respondent’s appeal to the
Namibian Supreme Court was
refused. �

Shaik and Healy are Partners, Trade
Mark practice, Adams & Adams.

In 2018, the Namibian High Court issued a decision
in favour of Southern Sun Africa (First Applicant) &
Southern Sun Hotel Interests (Pty) Limited (Second

Applicant), on the basis of passing-off and copyright
infringement, against Sun Square Hotel (Pty) Limited
(Respondent), a Namibian company.

Shaik

Healy
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SA Exchange Listed M&A 
Rand Merchant Investment as part of a consortium, made a cash offer to Hastings
Group shareholders. Main Street 1353, the entity jointly held by RMI and OUTsurance,
will make an offer to acquire a top-up stake of 0.3% in Hastings for an amount of
£5,33 million. Following completion of the offer Main Street will hold a 30% stake in
the UK motor insurer with the option to acquire a further 10% in the company within
18 months of the completion of the offer at the price per Hastings share equal to the
offer price.

RMB Corvest entered into a strategic partnership with Mark Bowman to acquire a
stake in Switch, the energy drink business. Financial details were undisclosed.

Tiger Brands, through its wholly-owned subsidiary Tiger Consumer Brands, entered
into two separate agreements to dispose of its value-added meat products business
units. The abattoir business at Olifantsfontein has been disposed of to Molare, as a
going concern, for R100 million. An additional R13 million will be paid for inventories
and c.R4 million for the consumable stores inventory. Tiger Brand’s meat processing
businesses in Germiston, Polokwane and Pretoria have been sold to Country Bird sub-
sidiary, Silver Blade Abattoir, for R153 million plus a further R158 million for all the
inventories located at the meat processing businesses.

Tsogo Sun Gaming through its subsidiary Tsogo Sun Alternative Gaming Investments,
will acquire from Niveus Investments (Hosken Consolidated Investments) a 50.1%
interest in the Betcoza online betting platform and indirect interests in retail sport bet-
ting licences operating in Gauteng and Limpopo. Tsogo will pay R49 million in cash
funded from the company’s existing facilities.

General Corporate Finance
Europa Metals raised £2 million via the issue of 15,686,274 new ordinary
shares at an issue price of 12.75 pence per share. Of these new shares, certain
directors subscribed for 156,862 shares. The shares were issued at a discount
of 22.7% to the closing price of 16,50 pence on August 18, 2020, and represent
31.9% of the company’s enlarged issued share capital. The proceeds will be
utilised toward completion of certain key components of a Pre-Feasibility Study
in respect of the Toral lead-zinc-silver project in Spain.

Northam Platinum acquired an additional 9,635,664 Zambezi preference shares
for a total cash consideration of c.R804,6 million. Following the acquisition,
Northam will hold 74,729,551 Zambezi preference shares representing 46.7% of
all Zambezi preference shares in issue. The face value of these preference
shares amounts to c. R5,96 billion.

Vunani proposes an unbundling of the private equity assets and a subsequent
listing on a local exchange other than the JSE. The rational for the transaction
is to unlock value for shareholders.

Unlisted Deals
Counterpoint Asset Management headquartered in Cape Town, has acquired Bridge
Fund Managers to form a diversified, multi-strategy investment management com-
pany. The combined businesses will have R12 billion in assets under management.

M&N Brands, the holding company of Avatar Agency, acquired a 51% stake in
Espresso DBN which will see the Durban agency renamed Avatar DBN. The acquisi-
tion expands Avatar’s geographical footprint and its below-the-line and shopper
marketing capabilities.

Malani Padayachee & Associates, a black-owned structural engineering consulting
firm and Motseng Women Investments acquired the engineering entity of Mott
MacDonald Africa. Financial details were undisclosed. 

Syngenta Group a Swiss-based research and development seeds company special-
ising in cereals, acquired Sensako, a local seeds company engaged in the breeding
and the commercialisation of agronomic crops. Financial details were undisclosed.

Across the rest of Africa . . .
Kenya: Goldplat an AIM-listed gold recovery services company, is to sell its
underground operation Kilimapesa to Dutch investment firm Mayflower Capital
Investments. In terms of the agreement Goldplat subsidiary Gold Mineral
Resources will receive an initial consideration of $1,5 million payable in
Mayflower shares and will be entitled to receive a 1% net smelter royalty on
future production capped at $1,5 million.

Malawi: FDH Bank, listed on the Malawi Stock Exchange on August 3, the fifth
bank to list on the bourse, following an initial public offer for 20% of the com-
pany’s issued share capital. Shareholders include FDH Financial Holdings
(74.05%), The Malawi Government (4.75%), MSB Employee share Ownership
Scheme (1.2%) and the public (20%).

Nigeria: UAC of Nigeria plc has signed a binding agreement with Custodian
Investment plc to dispose of a 51% stake in UACN Property Development. The
shares will be sold to Custodian in two tranches with the purchase considera-
tion yet to be disclosed – UPDC has a market capitalisation of ₦30 billion.
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Snapshot of August 2020 . . .

NATURE                                                                                                                                                                                                                            ESTIMATED         ANNOUNCEMENT
OF DEAL                           PARTIES                                     ASSET                                   SA LAW FIRM                             LAWYERS                              DEAL VALUE                 DATE

Acquisition by                 Cashbuild from Pepkor                         The Building Company                                          Webber Wentzel                 Warren Drue, Safiyya Patel, Ghassan Sader,                                 R1,07bn                  Aug 4
                                                                                                                                                                                                              Craig Miller, Kyle Billings, Daryl Dingley, 
                                                                                                                                                                                                              Katlego Lebea, Kelvin Madembo, 
                                                                                                                                                                                                              Bianca De Klerk, Busisiwe Masango

                                                                                                                                                                   Werksmans                       Pierre le Roux, Petra Krusche, Jarryd Mardon                                                            

Share swap                    Tsogo Sun Hotels from HCI Foundation       32 808 173 (5,67% stake) Hospitality Shares       ENSafrica                          Tiaan de Wit                                                                              R92,19m                  Aug 11
                                    (Hosken Consolidated Investments)

Disposal by                   Sanlam to African Rainbow Capital       25% stake in NewCo which holds 100% of          Glyn Marais                      Willem de Villiers, Tamara Gerwel,                                              R815,2m                  Aug 20
                                    Financial Services (African Rainbow      Sanlam Investment holdings which in turn                                                    Michael Kleynhans
                                    Capital Investments)                            holds Sanlam’s third-party asset management 
                                                                                              businesses in South Africa (excluding businesses
                                                                                              conducted by Sanlam Private Wealth and 
                                                                                              Sanlam Specialised Finance division)



Through our success in commercial litigation, administrative law, national legislation, 
mineral and mining law, public procurement, property law, industrial and employment 
relations, and competition law, we have been shaping the economy and social 
development of South Africa since 1996.
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